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Statement of Case
Nature of the Case: The underlying divorce proceeding was filed by
Relator, SONDRA GROHMAN (hereinafter “Wife”), including requests
for fault findings, disproportionate division of the community estate,
and tort damage claims. (App. 1; App. 11). Real Party in Interest,
LARRY WEGNER (hereinafter “Husband”), countersued for divorce,
and moved the trial court for a compulsory mental examination of Wife.
(App. 2; App. 8). The trial court granted the motion on October 18, 2021
and ordered the mental examination of Wife to occur by November 2,
2021. (App. 14). It is from the order compelling the mental examination
that Wife seeks mandamus relief.
Trial Court: The Honorable Albert Pattillo, 216th District Court of
Gillespie County, Texas, in Cause No. 15705, In the Matter of the
Marriage of Sondra Grohman and Larry Wegner, is the respondent
herein.
Trial Court’s Disposition: On October 18, 2021, the trial court signed
the Order Granting Respondent’s Motion for Mental Examination of
Sondra Grohman.
Trial Setting: This case is set for trial by jury on November 8, 2021.
vi

Statement of Jurisdiction
The Texas Constitution vests this Court with jurisdiction to
consider and to grant this Petition for Writ of Mandamus. Tex. Const.
art. V, § 6; see also Tex. Govt Code § 22.221 (“Each court of appeals may
issue a writ of mandamus and all other writs necessary to enforce the
jurisdiction of the court.”.)
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NO. ____________________

In The
Fourth Court of Appeals
San Antonio, Texas
IN RE
SONDRA GROHMAN,
RELATOR
FROM THE 216th DISTRICT COURT OF
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS

TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICES OF SAID COURT:
Relator, SONDRA GROHMAN, submits this Petition for Writ of
Mandamus, complaining of the Honorable Judge Albert Pattillo,
presiding judge of the 216h District Court of Gillespie County, Texas.
SONDRA GROHMAN will be referred to herein as “Wife” or “Relator”;
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LARRY WEGNER will be referred to herein as “Husband” or “Real
Party in Interest”.
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Issues Presented
Issue No. 1

The trial court clearly abused its discretion in
ordering an independent medical examination of
Wife without evidentiary support for the
required initial showing of good cause.

Issue No. 2

Husband failed to prove either required prong
for a compulsory mental examination.

Issue No. 3

Husband’s request for a mental examination was
untimely and should have been denied.

3

Summary of Argument
The trial court clearly abused its discretion in ordering a
compulsory mental examination of Wife regarding her claims for mental
anguish and emotional distress pursuant to her tort claims for sexual
assault and intentional infliction of emotional distress. Husband
presented zero evidence at the hearing on his request. Under the
requirements of Rule 204.1, and under the analysis in Coates v.
Whittington and In re Doe, Husband failed to meet his burden to show
good cause for a compulsory mental examination. Further, Husband
failed to show that Wife’s request for mental anguish damages rise to
an abnormal level to necessitate a compulsory mental examination.
Wife has not designated a psychologist expert so Husband cannot show
a need for a competing expert. Lastly, Husband has not exercised efforts
to obtain the discovery in a lesser intrusive matter. Under Texas law,
Mandamus should be granted and the Husband’s Motion for Mental
Examination of Sondra Grohman should be denied.

4

Statement of Facts
The parties were married on July 18, 2018 when husband was 53
years old and Wife was 69 years old. (App. 1 at 2.) During the marriage,
Husband verbally and emotionally abused Wife. (App. 1; App. 3; App. 5–
8; App. 9; App. 11; App. 15, 46:19–47:3.) It also became evident that
Husband married Wife so he could have use of and access to her
significant separate property wealth.
Wife filed for divorce on February 28, 2019, generally alleging
grounds of insupportability, cruelty, and adultery. (App. 1.)
Wife and Husband attempted to reconcile their marriage over the
next several months but, on June 17, 2019, while still living together,
Husband forcibly raped Wife in their marital home. (App. 11 at 4; App.
15, 46:19–24.) They ceased living together July 14, 2019. (App. 1 at 2.)
Wife filed her First Amended Petition on April 23, 2021, amending
her claim to specify cruel treatment and adultery by Husband. (App. 3.)
The trial court ordered the Agreed Docket Control Order on
September 1, 2021. Under the Docket Control Order, the discovery
period closed on October 8, 2021. The case was set for jury trial on
November 8, 2021.
5

Wife filed her Second Amended Petition on September 8, 2021,
specifically identifying the sexual assault, and included a claim for
intentional infliction of emotional distress. (App. 5.) Wife filed her Third
Amended Petition on September 20, 2021 to revise damages and other
property claims. (App. 6.) Wife filed her Fourth Amended Petition on
September 28, 2021 to further clarify her property claims. (App. 7.) Wife
filed her Fifth Amended Petition and Sixth Amended Petition on October
8, 2021 to further clarify her tort claims. (App. 9; App. 11.) The Sixth
Amended Petition is her current live pleading. (App. 11.) All
amendments were timely and in accordance with the trial court’s Docket
Control Order. (App. 4.)
Husband filed his Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra
Grohman on October 7, 2021. (App. 8.) The trial court issued a Notice of
Hearing on October 8, 2021, and set the Motion for an evidentiary
hearing on October 15, 2021. (App. 10.) Wife filed her Response to
Motion for Mental Health Examination on October 12, 2021. (App. 12.)
Husband filed his reply in support of his Motion on October 14, 2021.
(App. 13.) A hearing was held on the Motion on October 15, 2021, where
Husband presented no evidence. (App. 15, 26:13–50:16.) The trial court
6

granted the Motion and entered its Order Granting Respondent’s
Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra Grohman on October 18,
2021. (App. 14.)
It is from the Order Granting Respondent’s Motion for Mental
Examination of Sondra Grohman that Wife seeks relief by way of
mandamus.

7

Argument and Authorities
The standard of review in a mandamus proceeding is clear
abuse of discretion.
To obtain a writ of mandamus, the Relator must show that the
trial court's order is a clear abuse of discretion and that there is not an
adequate appellate remedy. In re Nationwide Ins. Co. of Am., 494
S.W.3d 708, 712 (Tex. 2016). A trial court abuses its discretion if its
ruling is arbitrary and unreasonable or made without regard for
guiding legal principles or supporting evidence. Id. A trial court also
abuses its discretion if it fails to analyze or apply the law correctly. Id.
Mandamus is appropriate when reviewing an order compelling
pretrial discovery and such an order constitutes state action subject to
constitutional limitations. Kessell v. Bridewell, 872 S.W.2d 837, 841
(Tex. App.—Waco 1994). Further, mandamus is appropriate to review
trial court orders compelling a party to undergo invasive mental or
physical examinations. TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1; Coates v. Whittington, 758
S.W.2d 749 (Tex. 1988); In re H.E.B. Grocery Company, L.P., 492
S.W.3d 300 (Tex. 2016).
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An appeal is not an adequate remedy at law to relieve one from
the effects of an order requiring disclosure of information protected by
constitutional privacy rights. Kessell, 872 S.W.2d at 841. Once an order
disclosing the discovery sought has been carried out, a relator will have
no means to regain her privacy. Id. If mandamus is denied, Relator here
will have to submit to an invasive mental examination on the eve of
trial and she will have no other means to regain her privacy. She will
have no adequate remedy at law. Therefore, mandamus is appropriate.
ISSUE ONE:

The trial court clearly abused its discretion in
ordering an independent medical examination of
Wife without evidentiary support for the
required initial showing of good cause.

Husband filed a Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra
Grohman on October 7, 2021. (App. 8.) After hearing on October 15,
2021, and without Husband presenting any evidence, the trial court
entered an order granting the Motion on October 18, 2021. (App. 14)
Rule 204.1 provides the basis for a movant seeking the mental
health examination of a party in a tort suit. TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1. It is
a discovery tool to be used in civil cases, and the burden is on the
movant seeking such discovery. Coates, 758 S.W.2d at 751. Under
204.1(c) Requirements for Obtaining an Order:
9

“the court may issue an order for examination only for good
cause shown and only in the following circumstances:
(1) when the mental or physical condition . . . of a party . . .
is in controversy; or
(2) except as provided in Rule 204.4, an examination by a
psychologist may be ordered when the party responding to
the motion has designated a psychologist as a testifying
expert or has disclosed a psychologist’s records for
possible use at trial.”
TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1(c) (emphasis added.)
Good cause for an examination under Rule 204.1 requires the
movant to demonstrate (1) the examination is relevant to genuine
issues in the case; (2) a reasonable nexus between the condition alleged
and the examination sought; and (3) the information sought cannot be
obtained through less intrusive means. In re Offshore Marine
Contractors, Inc., 496 S.W.3d 796, 800 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.]
2016) (citing In re H.E.B., 492 S.W.3d at 303; Coates, 758 S.W.2d at
751, 753)).
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A showing of good cause necessitates presentation of evidence. For
example, in Coates, the movant presented its motion to the trial court at
a hearing and introduced evidence regarding the plaintiff’s alleged
mental anguish. Coates, 758 S.W.2d at 752. In In re H.E.B., the court
heard testimony in evidence from a proposed expert witness regarding
the defendant’s contention that good cause existed for plaintiff’s
examination. In re H.E.B., 492 S.W.3d at 303. Further, in Doe, the trial
court considered the plaintiff’s verified interrogatory answers as
evidence to regarding the good cause requirement. In re Doe, 22 S.W.3d
at 606.
Here, at the hearing on October 15, 2021, Husband presented zero
evidence as to any of the elements required for a showing of good cause.
(See generally October 15, 2021 Request Hearing transcript, App. 15.)
Instead, Husband only presented argument to the trial court via his
counsel. Id.
Because the evidence is legally insufficient to show good cause,
Husband is not entitled to an order granting a compulsory examination
per Rule 204.1. The trial court clearly abused its discretion by ordering
such.
11

ISSUE TWO:

Husband failed to prove either required prong
for a compulsory examination under Rule 204.1.

Assuming, arguendo, that Husband showed that good cause
exists, Wife’s mental condition is not sufficiently in controversy under
Rule 204.1(c)(1) to justify a compulsory mental examination. TEX. R.
CIV. P. §204.1(c)(1).
A.

Wife’s mental injury
emotional reaction.

does

not

exceed

the

common

1. Legal Analysis
A “routine allegation of mental anguish or emotional distress”
does not automatically place the party’s mental condition or injury in
controversy for purposes of a compulsory examination. Coates, 758
S.W.2d at 753; In re H.E.B., 492 S.W.3d at 304; In re Transwestern Pub.
Co., L.L.C., 96 S.W.3d at 505. The anguished party must “assert mental
injury that exceeds the common emotional reaction” to the same or
similar situation. Coates, 758 S.W. 2d at 751 (emphasis added); see also
In re Doe, 22 S.W.3d at 606; In re Transwestern Pub., 96 S.W.3d at 505.
Courts have “consistently distinguished mental injury that warrants a
psychiatric evaluation from emotional distress that accompanies
personal injury.” Coates, 758 S.W.2d at 751.
12

In the case at bar, Wife pleaded tort claims of sexual assault and
intentional infliction of emotional distress. (App. 11.) To prove
intentional infliction of emotional distress, the Texas Supreme Court
requires proof that (1) the defendant acted intentionally or recklessly;
(2) the defendant’s conduct was extreme and outrageous; (3) that
conduct caused the plaintiff emotional distress; and (4) the emotional
distress suffered by the plaintiff was severe. Twyman v. Twyman, 855
S.W.2d 619, 621–22 (Tex. 1993).
The Houston Court of Appeals in both Hultquist and Orzechowski
analogized the standard for cruelty in a divorce case as equivalent to
the standard to that of intentional infliction of emotional distress in a
tort case. Matter of the Marriage of Hultquist and Cook, 2021 WL
2252129 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2021); Orzechowski v.
Orzechowska, 2021 WL 320679, *2 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.]
2021).

Flowing

therefrom,

because

claims

for

cruelty

do

not

automatically give rise to a compulsory mental examination, claims for
intentional emotional distress also should not give rise to a compulsory
mental examination.
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2. Coates
Coates is the controlling Texas Supreme Court authority on point
regarding the standard for mental health examinations. Coates, 758
S.W.2d at 7491. In Coates, the plaintiff injured herself with an oven
cleaner and sued the manufacturer for severe second degree burns and
permanent scarring. Id. at 750. The plaintiff sought damages including
for mental anguish. Id. The manufacturer moved for a mental
examination under Rule 204.1’s predecessor, Rule 167a of the Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure. Id. The manufacturer argued that the
plaintiff’s mental anguish was pre-existing and may have contributed to
her mental condition after the incident. Id. After considering evidence,
the trial court ordered the mental examination and the plaintiff sought
mandamus. Id. The Court reasoned that the plaintiff’s mental claim
was “for the emotional pain, torment, and suffering that a plaintiff who
has been burned and scarred would experience in all reasonable
probability.” Id. at 752. The Court further reasoned that plaintiff “had
not sought psychiatric treatment as a result of the incident and, equally

Coates was decided under a prior version of the statute. The differences in the statute are not germane to this
argument.

1
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important [did] not propose to offer psychiatric or psychological
testimony to prove her mental anguish at trial.” Id. The Court further
reasoned that the plaintiff’s “privacy interests require, at minimum”
that the defendant “exhaust less intrusive means of discovery before
seeking a compulsory mental exam.” Id. at 753. The Court held that the
trial judge abused his discretion and conditionally granted plaintiff’s
petition for writ of mandamus. Id.
3. In re Doe
The court of appeals in Doe analyzed the distinction between a
request for mental anguish or emotional distress damages versus the
type of permanent mental injury alleged sufficient to warrant a
compulsory examination under Rule 204.1, specifically in the case of a
woman who was raped. In re Doe, 22 S.W.3d at 605–606. Neither
mental anguish nor emotional distress suffered by a raped woman are
permanent mental injuries. Id. at 607. There, a female prisoner was
forcibly raped by a prison guard. Id. at 603. The woman filed suit
against the prison guard who raped her, his warden, and other
defendants for negligence. Id. She alleged damages for past and future
pain, mental anguish, plus punitive damages. Id. The woman claimed to
15

have trouble sleeping and was anxious after the rape. Id. at 605. After
an evidentiary hearing, she was ultimately ordered by the trial court to
submit to a compulsory psychological examination and the woman
sought mandamus. Id. at 604. The court of appeals reasoned that:
Doe has not stated in any manner that she has suffered a
permanent mental injury or condition as a result of the
sexual assault, nor has she placed her mental condition in
controversy. Her responses to the interrogatories indicate
reactions that seem very typical of what any woman placed
in a jail cell and then sexually assaulted would feel. Her
statements about how she feels are no different in kind than
those of Mrs. Coates. She has not designated a psychiatrist
or psychologist as an expert witness.
Id. at 608 (citing Coates generally).
The court of appeals held that the trial court abused its discretion
in ordering the woman to submit to a mental examination when her
mental condition was not in controversy. Id.
4. Application to this Case.
In the case at bar, as with the plaintiff in Doe, Wife is not
asserting a permanent mental injury that exceeds the common
emotional reaction to that of any woman who was forcibly raped under
similar circumstances. Id. (App. 15, 41:10–15.) Instead, Wife asserts the
torts of sexual assault and intentional infliction of emotional distress
16

related to marital conduct by Husband as well as past and future
mental anguish as damages. (App. 15, 27:4–5; 41:10–15.)
Because Wife has only claimed mental anguish and emotional
distress, not a permanent mental injury, a compulsory mental
examination is not justified under Rule 204.1.
5. Husband’s argument is mistaken under the law.
At the October 15, 2021 hearing, Husband contended that the
standard for intentional infliction of emotional distress is “necessarily
requires something that is outrageous.” (App. 15, 34:11–13.) Husband
incorrectly asserted that Wife’s mental anguish must be outrageous to
prevail in her tort claim. (App. 15, 33:13–17) (emphasis added.)
To the contrary, the tort requires a showing that Husband’s
conduct is outrageous, not that Wife’s reaction to the conduct is
outrageous. Husband errantly argues that Wife’s emotional distress is
so outrageous as to entitle him to a compulsory mental examination of
her. (App. 15, 33:13–17; 34:11–13.) Suffering past and future mental
anguish due to a traumatic event—rape—caused by the other party
should not and does not give rise to a compulsory mental examination
under the law. In re Doe, 22 S.W. 3d at 607. Wife here pleaded her
17

mental anguish claim consistent with a common emotional reaction
that any other woman would suffer due to a similar sexual assault.
(App. 15 26:16–27:8.) Wife answered discovery requests and testified
under oath consistent with common emotional reactions to a sexual
assault. (App. 15, 46:6–10.) There is no evidence that Wife claims any
mental injury or condition above and beyond a common emotional
reaction to a sexual assault. (App. 15, 40:25–41:25.)
B.

Wife has not designated an expert for her tort claims nor
disclosed psychological records for use at trial.
The second prong of Rule 204.1 provides the availability of a

compulsory examination when the plaintiff either designated a
psychological expert or produced psychological records to warrant a
compulsory examination. TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1(c).
The Texas Supreme Court has held that if a permanent mental
injury is not sufficiently in controversy and a party does not designate a
psychologist as an expert nor produce psychological records, a trial
court order for a mental examination is an abuse of discretion. Coates,
758 S.W.2d at 753.
Here, Wife designated no psychological experts. (App. 15, 1:21–
25.) There is no need to balance the interest of competing experts or to
18

“allow both parties’ experts to operate on a level playing field” because
there are no such experts. See In re Offshore, 496 S.W.3d at 803; In re
H.E.B., 2016 WL 3157533, at *3. Wife is not alleging “a permanent
mental injury nor any deep-seated emotional disturbance or psychiatric
problem” giving rise to the need of experts. In re Doe, 22 S.W.3d at 607;
Coates, 758 S.W.2d at 752. Further, Wife has not produced nor will she
rely upon any psychological records because no such records exist. (App.
15, 39:20–24.)2
Because Wife has neither designated a psychologist as an expert,
nor produced psychological records for use at trial, Husband has also
failed to meet his burden under Rule 204.1(c)(2) for a compulsory
mental examination. TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1(c)(2).
C.

A compulsory mental examination is not the least intrusive
means of obtaining the information sought and violates
Wife’s constitutional right to privacy.
The Texas Supreme Court warned that “sweeping examinations of

a party who has not affirmatively put his mental condition in issue may
not be routinely ordered” simply because the party seeks damages for
mental anguish. Coates, 758 S.W.2d at 751–52. A person who alleges a

2

Wife has designated his counselors as fact witnesses only and produced the records from those professionals.
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tort with mental anguish damages should not be subjected to
revelations of “the most personal aspects of their private lives just
because they seek compensation for a mental anguish associated with
an injury.” Id. Rather, for policy and privacy reasons, a defendant must
exhaust less intrusive means of discovery before seeking a mental
examination of the plaintiff. Id.
Wife claims a normal, not permanent, injury of mental anguish
and emotional distress from a sexual assault—rape—committed against
her by her estranged Husband. (App. 15, 28:15–17.) Wife claims
intentional infliction of emotional distress by Husband and seeks
mental anguish damages for his intentional actions in coercing her to
marry him so he could benefit from her separate property wealth. (App.
5; App. 15, 46:19–24.)
Husband’s motion seeks the compulsory examination simply for
the purpose of harassment, on the eve of trial, after Wife had already
given sworn deposition testimony, responded to Husband’s discovery,
and produced records from her counselors. (App. 15, 28:7–29:4; 46:6–
18.)

20

To subject Wife to a mental examination with a male
psychologist—a stranger—at Husband’s behest, is the most violative
means of obtaining information. The less intrusive means—written
discovery,

depositions,

document

production—have

already

been

conducted. (App. 15, 46:6–18.) Husband did not seek additional
deposition time of Wife. Id. Husband did not serve additional requests
for production. Id. Husband did not serve additional interrogatories. Id.
Husband did not notice additional depositions of Wife’s counselors. Id.
Husband did not seek a continuance. Id. Husband took Wife’s
deposition on September 23, 2021, and then filed his motion for Wife’s
mental examination on October 7, 2021, the eve of trial. (App. 4; App.
8.) Husband did not attempt any less intrusive means to obtain the
information he now seeks with this motion for a compulsory mental
examination.
Instead, Husband weaponizes Wife’s trauma to further victimize
and shame her by a compulsory mental examination with an unfamiliar
male psychologist. (App. 14.) The trial court entered an order
compelling Wife to submit to an invasive mental examination and,
without good cause shown, such examination is violative of Wife’s
21

constitutional privacy rights. (App. 14.) Wife will have no means to
regain her privacy after such invasive examination is done. See Kessell,
872 S.W.2d at 841.
Husband has failed to show any good cause or met any required
circumstance

under

Rule

204.1

to

intrusively

violate

Wife’s

constitutional privacy rights. TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1; Kessell, 872 S.W.2d
at 841. Therefore, without meeting his burden, the trial court abused its
discretion in granting Husband’s motion to compel Wife to submit to a
mental examination.
ISSUE THREE:

Husband’s request for a mental examination
was untimely and should have been denied.

On September 1, 2021, Wife and Husband signed an Agreed
Docket Control Order. Under the Docket Control Order, discovery closed
on October 8, 2021. (App. 4.)
Husband filed his Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra
Grohman on October 7, 2021, and set it for hearing with the court on
October 15, 2021. (App. 8.)
Under the applicable discovery rules, a party may—no later than
30 days before the end of any applicable discovery period—move for an
order compelling another party to submit to a mental examination. TEX.
22

R. CIV. P. §204.1. Husband’s deadline to move to compel Wife to submit
to a mental examination was September 8, 2021 and was therefore
untimely. (App. 4; App. 8)
Husband’s argument that he had insufficient time to seek a
mental examination until Wife amended her pleading in September
2021 is simply false. (App. 15, 16:17–22.) First, Wife filed for divorce on
February 28, 2019, and pleaded insupportability, cruelty, and adultery
against Husband in her Original Petition for Divorce. (App. 1.)
Wife then amended and specifically pleaded assault against
Husband on April 23, 2021 in her First Amended Petition for Divorce.
(App. 3.) In September, she amended in her Second Amended Petition
for Divorce to include the tort of intentional infliction of emotional
distress. Although not required to specifically plead itemized damages,
she did so before the October 8, 2021 discovery deadline. (App. 5; App.
15, 26:13–24; 39:13-14; 38:7-10.) Husband has been on notice of Wife’s
claim for cruelty, which includes assault and emotional distress, since
she filed for divorce in 2019. (App. 1.)
Even more, Husband sent discovery requests to Wife as early as
April 1, 2020, seeking medical records concerning “any mental or
23

physical condition” she was pleading. (App. 15, 39:14–24.) And Wife
timely produced all responsive records from her counselors. Id.
Rather than complying with the Docket Control Order and
conducting proper discovery, Husband untimely moved the trial court
for an order compelling Wife to submit to a compulsory mental
examination. (App. 8.) Husband then, in his Reply to Sondra Grohman’s
Response to Motion for Mental Examination, asked the court to continue
the November 2, 2021 trial setting if the court denied Husband’s
motion. (App. 13.) But at the hearing, counsel for Husband disavowed
any request for a continuance. (App. 15, 49:15.)
Because the Husband’s motion was untimely and because there
was no evidence offered by Husband to support the court’s order, the
trial court abused its discretion in ordering Wife to submit to a mental
examination.
Conclusion
Mandamus is appropriate and should be granted as there is no
adequate remedy at law. If Relator is forced to submit to a mental
examination prior to trial, she will have no means to regain her privacy.
Husband has failed to meet his burden of proving that good cause exists
24

for the necessity of a mental examination and submitted no evidence to
support the trial court’s order under Rule 204.1. TEX. R. CIV. P. §204.1.
Prayer
WHEREFORE,

PREMISES

CONSIDERED,

SONDRA

GROHMAN prays this Court to grant this Petition for Writ of
Mandamus and deny the Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra
Grohman.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/Michelle May O’Neil
Michelle May O’Neil
State Bar No. 13260900
michelle@owlawyers.com
M.K. Kassie Hines
State Bar No. 24118040
kassie@owlawyers.com
O’Neil Wysocki, P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Rd., Ste. 150
Dallas, Texas 75254
Tel: (972) 852-8000
Fax: (214) 306-7830
Attorneys for Relator
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Certificate of Service
I certify that a copy of this Petition for Writ of Mandamus was
served on the following parties or their counsel via e-service and via efile on October 22, 2021 as follows:
Respondent:

Hon. Albert Pattillo
216th Judicial District Judge
Gillespie County Justice Center
104 Industrial Loop
Fredericksburg, Texas 78624
cmc@co.kerr.tx.us

Counsel for Real Party
In Interest:

H.E. Mendez
State Bar No. 13932950
hem@hemendez.com
212 Losoya Street, No. 5
San Antonio, Texas 78205
Tel: (210) 224-5081
Fax: (210) 224-4113

/s/Michelle May O’Neil
Michelle May O’Neil
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Certificate of Compliance
I certify that this Petition for Writ of Mandamus was prepared
with Microsoft Word 365, and that, according to the word-count
function, the sections covered by TRAP 9.4(i)(1) contain 3,274 words.

/s/Michelle May O’Neil
Michelle May O’Neil
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Verification

BEFORE ME, the undersigned notary, on this day personally
appeared Michelle May O'Neil, a person whose identity is known to me.
After I administered an oath to affiant, affiant testified as follows:

"My name is Michelle May O'Neil. I am over the age of 18 years
and capable of making this affidavit. The facts in this affidavit are
within my personal knowledge and are true and correct. I am the

attorney for relator. All the documents included with the Petition for
Writ of Mandamus are true copies."

Michelle May O'Neil

Subscribed and sworn to before me the undersigned authority on
October 22, 2021.

Notary Public, State of Texas
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NO. ____________________

In The
Fourth Court of Appeals
San Antonio, Texas
IN RE
SONDRA GROHMAN,
RELATOR
FROM THE 216th DISTRICT COURT OF
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

APPENDIX TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS
Clerk’s Record
1.

Original Petition for Divorce – February 28, 2019

2.

Respondent’s First Amended Original Answer and Court Petition
for Divorce – December 20, 2019

3.

First Amended Petition for Divorce – April 23, 2021

4.

Docket Control Order – September 1, 2021

5.

Second Amended Petition for Divorce – September 8, 2021
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6.

Third Amended Petition for Divorce – September 20, 2021

7.

Fourth Amended Petition for Divorce – September 28, 2021

8.

Motion for Mental Examination – October 7, 2021

9.

Fifth Amended Petition for Divorce – October 8, 2021

10.

Notice of Hearing – October 8, 2021

11.

Sixth Amended Petition for Divorce – October 8, 2021

12.

Sondra Grohman’s Response to Larry Wegner’s Motion for Mental
Examination of Sondra Grohman – October 12, 2021

13.

Reply of Larry Wegner to Sondra Grohman’s Response to Larry
Wegner’s Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra Grohman,
and, In the Alternative, Respondent’s First Motion for Continuance
– October 14, 2021

14.

Order Granting Respondent’s Motion for Mental Examination of
Sondra Grohman – October 18, 2021

Reporter’s Record
15.

Transcript – Hearing – October 15, 2021
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NO. 15705
IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF
SONDRA GROHMAN
AND
LARRYWEGNER

§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190

of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

2.

Parties
This suit is brought by SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner. The last three

digits of her Texas driver's license number are 554 and the last three digits of her
Social Security number are 977.
LARRY WEGNER is Respondent.

3.

Domicile
SONDRA GROHMAN has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-

month period and a resident of Gillespie County for the preceding ninety-day
period.

4.

Service
No service is necessary at this time.

5.

Protective Order Statement
No protective order under Title 4 of the Texas Family Code, protective order

under Chapter 7A of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, or order for emergency
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protection under Article 17.292 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure is in effect
in regard to a party to this suit or a child of a party to this suit and no application
for any such order is pending.

6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about July 18, 2018 and have ceased to live

together as spouses.

7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage has become insupportable because of discord or conflict of

personalities between SONDRA GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER that destroys
the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship and prevents any reasonable
expectation of reconciliation.
LARRY WEGNER is guilty of cruel treatment toward SONDRA GROHMAN
of a nature that renders further living together insupportable.
LARRY WEGNER has committed adultery.

8.

Children of the Marriage
There is no child born or adopted of this marriage, and none is expected.

9.

Separate Property
SONDRA GROHMAN owns certain separate property that is not party of the

community estate of the parties, and SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to
confirm that separate property as SONDRA GROHMAN's separate property and
estate.

FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
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10.

Division of Community Property
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to divide the estate of SONDRA

GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER in a manner that the Court deems just and
right, as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN should be awarded a disproportionate share of the
parties' estate for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

11.

a.

fault in the breakup of the marriage;

b.

wasting of community assets by LARRY WEGNER;

c.

gifts to or by a spouse during the marriage;

d.

nature of the property involved in the division;

e.

education and future employability of the spouses;

f.

ages of the spouses;

g.

actual or constructive fraud committed by LARRY WEGNER; and

h.

attorney's fees to be paid.

Reimbursement
SONDRA

GROHMAN

requests

the

Court

to

reimburse

SONDRA

GROHMAN's separate estate for funds or assets expended by SONDRA
GROHMAN's separate estate for the benefit of the community. Those expenditures
resulted in a direct benefit to the community estate. SONDRA GROHMAN's
separate estate has not been adequately compensated for or benefited from the
expenditure of those funds or assets, and a failure by the Court to allow
reimbursement to SONDRA GROHMAN's separate estate will result in an unjust
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enrichment of the community estate at the expense of SONDRA GROHMAN's
separate estate.

12.

Actual or Constructive Fraud
LARRY WEGNER has committed fraud on the community estate. SONDRA

GROHMAN requests that the Court reconstitute the community estate to its full
value prior to LARRY WEGNER's depletion of the community estate by his
fraudulent acts and divide the reconstituted community estate in a manner that the
Court deems just and right, including awarding SONDRA GROHMAN an
appropriate share of the community estate, a money judgment, or both.
LARRY WEGNER plotted and carried out a plan to defraud SONDRA
GROHMAN and SONDRA GROHMAN's separate estate. LARRY WEGNER made
material representations to SONDRA GROHMAN that were false. LARRY
WEGNER knew these representations were false, or LARRY WEGNER made them
recklessly without knowledge of their truth and as a positive assertion. LARRY
WEGNER made these representations with the intention that SONDRA
GROHMAN would act on them. SONDRA GROHMAN acted in reliance on these
representations and as a consequence suffered injury and damages.
LARRY WEGNER has defrauded SONDRA GROHMAN by breaching a legal
and/or equitable duty owed SONDRA GROHMAN as a result of their fiduciary
relationship. That breach is fraudulent because, irrespective of LARRY WEGNER's
moral guilt, the breach had a tendency to deceive SONDRA GROHMAN and to
violate SONDRA GROHMAN's confidence or to injure the public interest. As a
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result of LARRY WEGNER's breach, SONDRA GROHMAN suffered injury and
damages.
13.

Assault
LARRY WEGNER has committed assault. LARRY WEGNER acted

intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly. LARRY WEGNER made contact with
SONDRA GROHMAN's person. LARRY WEGNER's contact caused bodily injury to
SONDRA GROHMAN.

14.

Request for Temporary Orders for Discovery and Ancillary Relief
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the

preservation of the property and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders
for discovery and ancillary relief as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:

15.

a.

Ordering a pretrial conference to simplify the issues in this case and
determine the stipulations of the parties and for any other matters the
Court deems appropriate.

b.

Ordering the parties to participate in mediation before trial of this
matter.

c.

Ordering LARRY WEGNER to provide a sworn inventory and
appraisement of all the separate and community property owned or
claimed by the parties and all debts and liabilities owed by the parties
substantially in the form and detail prescribed by the Texas Family
Law Practice Manuel (3rd ed.), form 7-1.

Attorney's Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for SONDRA GROHMAN to secure the services of Michelle

May O'Neil and O'Neil Wysocki, P.C., licensed attorneys, to prepare and prosecute
this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the parties and as a part of
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the division, judgment for attorney's fees, expenses, and costs through trial and
appeal should be granted against LARRY WEGNER and in favor of SONDRA
GROHMAN for the use and benefit of SONDRA GROHMAN's attorney and be
ordered paid directly to SONDRA GROHMAN's attorney, who may enforce the
judgment in the attorney's own name. SONDRA GROHMAN requests postjudgment interest as allowed by law.

16.

Standing Order
Attached hereto as Exhibit A is the Gillespie County Standing Order

Regarding Property and Conduct of the Parties. SONDRA GROHMAN requests the
Gillespie County Standing Order remain in full force and effect as a temporary
injunction until further order of the Court pursuant to the provisions set forth
therein.

Prayer
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court grant a divorce and all other
relief requested in this Amended Petition for Divorce.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for attorney's fees and costs as requested above.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.
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Respectfully submitted,

O'NEIL WYSOCKI, P .C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254
Tel: (972) 852-8000
Fax: (214) 306-7830

t-,J MICHELLE MAYO 'NEIL
1

State Bar No. 13260900
mich elle@owlawyers.com
ERIC B. KLOCKE
State Bar No. 24102029
eric@owlawyers.com
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN

Certificate of Service
I certify that a true copy of this First Amended Petition for Divorce was
served in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure on the
following on April

:z;J_, 2021:

H.E. Mendez by electronic filing manager.

t, .J MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
1• ERIC B. KLOCKE
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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IN TIJE 198TH & 216™ JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURTS OF
BANDERA, GILLESPIE & KERR COUNTIES.
~ COUNTY COURT AT LAW, AND
GILLESPIE COUNTY COURT AT LAW
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

)(
)(
)(
)(
)(

STANDING ORDER REGARDING
PROPER.TY AND CONDUCT OF
PARTIES IN DIVORCE AND SUITS

AFFECTING THE PARENT-CHILD
RELATIONSHIP .

STANDING ORDER REGARDING PROPERTY AND CONDUCT OF PARTIES IN ·
DIVORCE AND SUITS AFFECTING THE PARENT-cBILD RELATJONSIDP
No party to this lawsuit has requested this order. Rather. this order is a standing order of
the
216111 Judicial District Courts. th~ Kerr County Cowt at Law, and the Gillespie Cowity
Court at Law that apply in every divorce suit and every suit affecting the pareot--cmld relationship
filed in the counties of Bandera, Gillespie and Kerr Counties! The District Courts and County
Courts at Law have adopted this order because the parties and their children should be protected
and their propenypreserved whiJe the lawsuit is pending before the Court. Therefore, it is .
1981\

ORDERED:
1.

NO DISRUPTION OF CHILDREN~ Both parties are ORDERED to reftain from doing
the following acts concerning any children who ~e ~ubjects of this case:
1.1

Removing the children from the State of Texas, acting directly or in concert with
others, without the written agreement of both parties or an order of this Court.

1.2

Disrupting or withdrawing the thildreti from the school or day-care facility where
the children are presently enroUedJ without the written agreement of both parents

or an order ofthis Court_

2.

1.3

Hiding or secreting the children from the other parent or changing the children's
current place of abode, without the written agreement of both parents or an Order
of this Coun.

1.4

Disturbing the peace of the children.

l .S

The parties further shall abide by the spirit as well as the letter of the ''Chi1dren's
Bill of Rights" attached hereto and made a part of this Order.

CONDUCT OF THE PARTIES DURING THE CASE. Both parties arc ORDERED to
refrain fi-oJn doing the following acts:

A
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2.J

Using vulgar, profane, obscene, or ;ndecent language, in a course or offensive
manner, to communicate with the other party, whether in person, by teleph-0ne or

,n writing.
22

Threatening. the other patty in person, by telephone, or in writing to take unlawful
action against any -person.

2.3

Placing one or more telephone calls, at an unreasonable hour. in an offensive or
repetitious manner, without a legitimate purpose of communication, or
anonymously.

2.4

Opening or diverting mail addressed to the other party.

2.5

Intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly causing bodily injury to the other or to a
cluld of either party.

2,6

Threatening the other or a child of either party with imminent bodily injwy.

2. 7

Placing a tracking device on a vehicle in the possession of the other party or
placing a tracking device or tracking software on the mobile telephone or

'

.

electronic devices on a person or party.

3.

2.8

Accessing or using the other party's social media account, e-mail, or computer
without the ~Titten consent of the other party,

2. 9

On-line impersonating of another party.

· ·PRESERVATION OF PROPERTY AND USE OF Fl.J"NDS DURING DIVORCE CASE.
If this is a divorce case, both parties to the marriage are ORDERED to refrain from doing
the following acts:
'

3.1

Destroying, removing, concealing, encumbering. transferringi 01 otherwise
banning or reducing the value of the property of one or both of the parries.

3.2

3.3

3.4

Misrepresenting or refusing to disclose to the other party or to the Court, on
proper request, the existence. amowu, or location of any property of one or both
of the parties.
. pamaging or destroying the tangible property of one or both of the parties,
including illlY .document that represents er embodies an)'thing ofvalue.

Tampering with the tangible property of one or both of the parties, including any
document that represents or embodies anything of value. and causingpeeun;ary
loss to the other party.
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3.S

Selling, transferring, assigning, mortgaging, encumbering, or in any other manner,
alienating any_of the property ofthe other party, whether personal property or real
estate property. and whether separate or community, except as specifically
authorized by this Order.

3.6

ln(:w'Jing any indebtedness, other than legal expenses in connection with this sui~
except as specifically authorized by this Order.

3.7

Making withdrawals from any checking or savin~ acoount in any financial
institution for any purpose except, as specifically authorized by this Order.

3.8

Spending any sum of cash in either party•s possession or subject to either party's
control for- any purpose, except as specifically authorized by this Order.

3.9

Withdrawing or boITowing in any manner for im.y purpose from any retirement,
profit.sharing, pension, death, or other empJoyee benefit plan 01 employee savings
plan or from any individual retirement account or Keogh account, except as
specificaUy authorized by this Order.

3.1 0

Signing or endorsing the other partyts name on any negotiable instromen~
check, or draft> such as tax refunds~ insurance paym.en~ and dividends, or ·
attempting to negotiate any negotiable insttument payable to the other party
without the personal signature the other party.

of

.3.11

Taking any action to terminate or limit credit or change cards 1n the name of
other party.

3. l 2

Entering, operating, or exercising control over the motor vehicle in the possession

of the other party.

4.

3.13

Discontinuing or reducing the withholding for federal income taxes on wages or
salary while this sujt is pending.

3 .14

Temtinating or in any manner affecting the service of water, electricity.
gast telephone, cable television, or other contractual services, such as security,
pest control\ landscaping, or yard maintenance at the 0th.er partys residence
or in any manner attempting to withdraw any deposits for service in
connection wjth such services.

PERSONAL AND BUSINESS RECORDS IN DIVORCE CASE. If this is a divorce
case, both parties to the marriage are ORDERED to n:ftain from doing the following ac:ts:
4. J

Concealing or destroying any family reconbi property record!l. financial
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rec:ords, business records or any records of 1000IJ'I\\ debts, or other obJigations.

5.

4.2

Falsifying any writing or record relating to the property of either party.

4.3

1

'Records11 include e-mail or other digital or electronic data, whether stored on a
computer hard drive, diskette 01 other electronic storage device.

INSURANCE IN DIVORCE CASE. ff this is a divorce case, both parties to the
marriage are ORDERED to refrain from doing the foJJowing acts:

5.1

Withdrawing or borrowing in any manner all or any part of the cash surrender
value oflife insuranc.e poJicies on the life of either party, except as specifically
authorized by this Order.

5.2

Changing or in any manner aAtering, the benenciary designation on any life
insurance on the lire of either party or the parties' children.

S.3

Canceling, altering, or in a.ny manner affecting any casualty, automobQe, or
health insurance policies insuring the parties' property of persons including the

parties' minor children.
6.

7.

SPECrFlC AUTHORIZATIONS IN DNORCE CASE. If this is a divorce case, both
parties to th.~ marriage are specifically authorized to do the following:

6. l

To engage in acts reasonable and necessary to the conduct of that party•s usual
business and occupation. To make expenditures and incur indebtedness for
reasonable attorney's fees and expenses in C:OMection witb this suit.

6.2

To make expenditures and incur indebtedness for reasonable and necessary living
expenses for food, clotbin~ shelter, transportation and medical care.

6.3

To make withdrawals from accounts in financial institutions onJy for the
purposes authorized by this Order.

SERVICE AND APPLICATION OF IBIS ORDER.

7.1

The Petitioner shall attach a copy of this order to the original petition and to each
oopy of the petition. At the time the petition is filed, if the Petitioner has failed to
attach a copy of this Order to the petition and any copy of the petition, the Cleik
shall ensme that a copy of this Order is attached to the petition and every
oopy of the petition presented.

7 .2

This Order is ~ffective upon the filing of the original petition and shall remain in
full force and effect as a Temporary Restraining Order for fowteen days after the
date of the filing of the original peti1ion. If no party contests this Order by
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presenting evidence at a hearing on or before fourteen days after the date of
the filing ofthe original petition, this Order shall c.ontinue in fuU force and
effect as a Temporary Injunction until further Order of tlle Court. This entire
Order wi11 terminate and will no longer be effective once the Coun signs a final
Order.

8.

EFFECT OF OTHER COURT ORDERS. If any part ofthis Order is different
from any part of a Protective Order that has already been entered or is later entered, the
Protective Order provisions pre\lai1. Any part of this Order not changed by some later
Order remains in full force and effect w1ttl the Co0t1 signs a Final Decree.

9.

PARTIES ENCOURAOED TO MEDIATE. The parties arc encouraged to settle their
disputes amicably without Court intervention. The parties are encouraged to use
alternative dispute resolution methods, such as me<i;ation, to resolve the oonflicts that
may arise in thls lawsuit

THIS STANDING ORDER REGARDING cmLDREN, PROPERTY AND
CONDUCT OF THE PARTIES SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE ON mE g1
DAY OF

lb

~

,

2UZO.

------

-RSON
198TH DISTRICT JUDGE

-~~

ALBERT D. PATTILLO, Ill
216m DISTRICT JUDGE

c__;)_-;~ r.I-~
SUSAN F. HARRIS

KERR COUNT\' C
AT LAW JUDGE

CHRI
G.
GILLESPIE COUN
ATLAWJUDGE
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CHJLDREN'S BILL OF RIGHTS

Each child the subject of this suit affecting the parent-child relationship shall have the
rights set forth below and shall have the right generally to "be a child" free from any acrimony
that may now or hereafter exist between the adult parties to this action,
Each adult party shall make this document known to every other adult who has any
significant role in the child's life as a caretaker. 11 is contemplated that this will include regular
baby-sitters~ grandparents or other relatives with whom 1he child regularly visits, and any other
person having significant, ongoing contact with the child.
The term i•child11 as used belov.· refers to each and every child subject to this suit.

I.

Neither party shall deny the child reasonable use of the telephone to place and receive
calls witb the other party or relative&. Such use sbalJ be private to the child without
unreasonable interference such as rigid adherence to time parameters, or tying up the
phone with internet connections or other calls dwing presaibed times, instructed
disconnects for chores, dinner, etc,

2.

Neither party shall speak or write derogatocy remarl<s about the other party to the child,
or engage in abusive, c.ourse or foul language which can be overbearo by the cluld
whether or not the language involves the other party.

3.

Neither party shall permit the child to overhear arguments, negotiations or other
substantive discussions about legal or business dealings between the parties.

4.

Neither party shall physjcally or psychologically attempt to pressure, or influence the
child concerning the personal opinion or position of the child concerning legal
proceedings between the parties.

5.

Each party will permi1 the child to display photographs or memorabilia of the other party
or both parties in the child's room.

6,

Neither party shall communicate moral judgments about the other party to the child
conceming the other parties' choice of values, life-style, choice of mends, successes or
failures in life (career, financial, relational) or residential choice.

7.

The parties will acknowledge to the olu1d that the child has two homes although the child

may spend more time at one home than th~ other.
8.

The parties shall cooperate to the greatest extent practicable in sharing time with the
child.
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9'.

Neither party shall suggest to the child that it is the child's option whether or not to
engage in visitation during the other party's time for possession and access.

10.

Each party will permit the child to retaint and allow easy access to, correspondence,
greeting cards and other written materials received ftom the other party.

11.

Each party wiU respect the physical integrity of items possessed by the child which depict
the other party or remind the child of the other party.

12.

Each party will assist and enoourage tbe child1s attend&nce and participation m church,
temple or other organized religious activities if such is the desire of the child.

13.

Neither party will trivialize, or deny the existence of the other parent to ~e child

14.

Neither party will interrogate the child about the other party nor will either party
discourage comments by the child about the other party.

I5.

Neither parent will intercept, lose, derail, forget or otherwise interfere with
communications to the child from the other party.

16,

Neither party will refuse to acknowledge that the child can have or should have good
experien~s with the other party.
-

17.

Neither party wiU directly or indirectly attack or criticize to the child the extended family
of the other party, the other party's career, the living and travel arrangements of the other
party, or lawful acthities of the other party or associates of the other party.

18.

Neither party will use the child as a 11middle-man" by using the child to communicate
with the other pany on inappropriate topics.

19.

Neither party wiU undermine the other party in the eyes of the child by engaging in the
''cirewnstantial syndrome11 which is done by manipulating, changin& or reemmging fact.

20.

Neither party will create for, or exaggerate to, the child. differences between the parties.

21.

Neither party will say and do things with an eye to gaining the child as an 11aliy" against
the other party.

22.

Neither party will encourage 01 instruct the child to be disobedient to the other party,

step-parents, or relatives.
23.

Neither party will reward the child to act negatively toward the other party.

24.

Neither party will try to make the child believe he or she loves the child more than the
other party by, for example, saying that be or she loves the child more than the oilier party
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or over-informing the child on adu~t topics or overindulging the child.
25.

Neither party wi11 discuss child support issues with the child.

26.

Neither party will engage in judgmental> opinionated or negative commentary, physical
insped:i.ons or interrogations once the child arrives from his/her other home.

27.

Neither party will "rewrite" or "rescript'' facts which the child originally knows to he
different.

28.

Neither party wm punish the child physically or threaten such punishment in order to
influence the child to adopt the parent's negative program. if any~ against the other party.

29.

Neither party will permit the cltild to be transported by a person who is intoxicated due to
consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs.

30.

Neither party will smoke tobacco materials inside structures or vehicles occupied at the

time by the child.
31.

·

Each party will pennit the child to carry gifts, toys, clothing and other items belonging to
the child with him or her to the residence of the other parent or relativesor pennit the
cbild to take gifts, toys, clothing. and other items belonging to the child back to the
residence of the other party, u the case may be, to facilitate the child having with him or
her objectS impOrtant to the child The gifts, toys, clothing, and other items belonging to
the child referred to here mean items which are reasonably transportable and does not
include pets (which the parties agree are impractical to move about).
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NO. 15705
IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF
SONDRA GROHMAN
AND
LARRY WEGNER

§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190 of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Parties
This suit is brought by SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner. The last three digits

of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Texas driver’s license number are 554 and the last three
digits of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Social Security number are 977.
LARRY WEGNER is Respondent.
3.

Domicile
SONDRA GROHMAN has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-

month period and a resident of Gillespie County for the preceding ninety-day period.
4.

Service
No service is necessary at this time.

5.

Protective Order Statement
No protective order under Title 4 of the Texas Family Code, protective order

under Chapter 7A of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, or order for emergency
protection under Article 17.292 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure is in effect
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in regard to a party to this suit or a child of a party to this suit and no application for
any such order is pending.
6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about July 18, 2018 and ceased to live together

as spouses on or about July 14, 2019.
7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage has become insupportable because of discord or conflict of

personalities between SONDRA GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER that destroys
the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship and prevents any reasonable
expectation of reconciliation.
LARRY WEGNER is guilty of cruel treatment toward SONDRA GROHMAN
of a nature that renders further living together insupportable.
LARRY WEGNER has committed adultery.
8.

Children of the Marriage
There is no child born or adopted of this marriage, and none is expected.

9.

Separate Property
SONDRA GROHMAN owns certain separate property that is not party of the

community estate of the parties, and SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to
confirm that separate property as SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate property and
estate.
[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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10.

Division of Community Property
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to divide the estate of SONDRA

GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER in a manner that the Court deems just and right,
as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN should be awarded a disproportionate share of the
parties' estate for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

11.

a.

fault in the breakup of the marriage;

b.

wasting of community assets by LARRY WEGNER;

c.

gifts by a spouse during the marriage;

d.

nature of the property involved in the division;

e.

education and future employability of the spouses;

f.

ages of the spouses; and

g.

attorney’s fees to be paid.

Assault by Contact
On or about July 2019, LARRY WEGNER intentionally or knowingly caused

physical contact with SONDRA GROHMAN by sexually assaulting her when LARRY
WEGNER knew or should have reasonably believed that SONDRA GROHMAN
would regard such contact as offensive or provocative.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the past.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable medical care and
expenses in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable and necessary
medical care and expenses which will in all reasonable probability be incurred in the
future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
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13.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Duress
SONDRA GROHMAN is a person subject of this suit. LARRY WEGNER acted

intentionally or recklessly with extreme and outrageous conduct that proximately
caused SONDRA GROHMAN emotional distress and the emotional distress suffered
by the SONDRA GROHMAN was severe. There is no alternative cause of action that
would provide a remedy for SONDRA GROHMAN serve emotional duress caused by
the actions of LARRY WEGNER.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
15.

Request for Temporary Orders for Discovery and Ancillary Relief
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the

preservation of the property and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders
for discovery and ancillary relief as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:
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16.

a.

Ordering a pretrial conference to simplify the issues in this case and
determine the stipulations of the parties and for any other matters the
Court deems appropriate.

b.

Ordering the parties to participate in mediation before trial of this
matter.

c.

Ordering LARRY WEGNER to provide a sworn inventory and
appraisement of all the separate and community property owned or
claimed by the parties and all debts and liabilities owed by the parties
substantially in the form and detail prescribed by the Texas Family Law
Practice Manuel (3rd ed.), form 7-1.

Attorney’s Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for SONDRA GROHMAN to secure the services of Michelle

May O’Neil, a licensed attorney, and O’Neil Wysocki, P.C., licensed attorneys, to
prepare and prosecute this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the
parties and as a part of the division, judgment for attorney’s fees, expenses, and costs
through trial and appeal should be granted against LARRY WEGNER and in favor
of SONDRA GROHMAN for the use and benefit of SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney
and be ordered paid directly to SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney, who may enforce
the judgment in the attorney's own name. SONDRA GROHMAN requests postjudgment interest as allowed by law.
17.

Standing Order
Attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is the Gillespie County Standing Order

Regarding Property and Conduct of the Parties. SONDRA GROHMAN requests the
Gillespie County Standing Order remain in full force and effect as a temporary
injunction until further order of the Court pursuant to the provisions set forth
therein.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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18.

Prayer

SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court grant a divorce and all other relief
requested in this Second Amended Petition for Divorce.

SONDRA GROHMAN prays that citation and notice issue as required by law
and that the Court enter its orders in accordance with the allegations contained in
this petition.

SONDRA GROHMAN prays for judgment against LARRY WEGNER for the

actual and exemplary damages set forth above and for prejudgment interest and
postjudgment interest as provided by law.

SONDRA GROHMAN prays for attorney's fees and costs as requested above.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.
Respectfully submitted,
O'NEIL WYSOCKI,P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254

Tel:(972) 852-8000
506-7830

MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
State Bar No. 13260900
michelle@owlawvers.com
A.BROOKFULKS
State Bar No. 24071300
brook@owlawvers.com

Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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NO. 15705
IN THE MATTER OF
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SONDRA GROHMAN
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§
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§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

THIRD AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190 of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Parties
This suit is brought by SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner. The last three digits

of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Texas driver’s license number are 554 and the last three
digits of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Social Security number are 977.
LARRY WEGNER is Respondent.
3.

Domicile
SONDRA GROHMAN has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-

month period and a resident of Gillespie County for the preceding ninety-day period.
4.

Service
No service is necessary at this time.

5.

Protective Order Statement
No protective order under Title 4 of the Texas Family Code, protective order

under Chapter 7A of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, or order for emergency
protection under Article 17.292 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure is in effect
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in regard to a party to this suit or a child of a party to this suit and no application for
any such order is pending.
6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about July 18, 2018 and ceased to live together

as spouses on or about July 14, 2019.
7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage has become insupportable because of discord or conflict of

personalities between SONDRA GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER that destroys
the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship and prevents any reasonable
expectation of reconciliation.
LARRY WEGNER is guilty of cruel treatment toward SONDRA GROHMAN
of a nature that renders further living together insupportable.
LARRY WEGNER has committed adultery.
8.

Children of the Marriage
There is no child born or adopted of this marriage, and none is expected.

9.

Separate Property
SONDRA GROHMAN owns certain separate property that is not party of the

community estate of the parties, and SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to
confirm that separate property as SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate property and
estate.
[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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10.

Division of Community Property
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to divide the estate of SONDRA

GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER in a manner that the Court deems just and right,
as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN should be awarded a disproportionate share of the
parties' estate for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

11.

a.

fault in the breakup of the marriage;

b.

wasting of community assets by LARRY WEGNER;

c.

gifts by a spouse during the marriage;

d.

nature of the property involved in the division;

e.

education and future employability of the spouses;

f.

ages of the spouses; and

g.

attorney’s fees to be paid.

Assault by Contact
On or about June 17, 2019, LARRY WEGNER intentionally or knowingly

caused physical contact with SONDRA GROHMAN by sexually assaulting her when
LARRY WEGNER knew or should have reasonably believed that SONDRA
GROHMAN would regard such contact as offensive or provocative.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the past.
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As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable medical care and
expenses in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable and necessary
medical care and expenses which will in all reasonable probability be incurred in the
future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
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13.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Duress
SONDRA GROHMAN is a person subject of this suit. LARRY WEGNER acted

intentionally or recklessly with extreme and outrageous conduct that proximately
caused SONDRA GROHMAN emotional distress and the emotional distress suffered
by the SONDRA GROHMAN was severe. There is no alternative cause of action that
would provide a remedy for SONDRA GROHMAN serve emotional duress caused by
the actions of LARRY WEGNER.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
15.

Request for Temporary Orders for Discovery and Ancillary Relief
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the

preservation of the property and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders
for discovery and ancillary relief as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:
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16.

a.

Ordering a pretrial conference to simplify the issues in this case and
determine the stipulations of the parties and for any other matters the
Court deems appropriate.

b.

Ordering the parties to participate in mediation before trial of this
matter.

c.

Ordering LARRY WEGNER to provide a sworn inventory and
appraisement of all the separate and community property owned or
claimed by the parties and all debts and liabilities owed by the parties
substantially in the form and detail prescribed by the Texas Family Law
Practice Manuel (3rd ed.), form 7-1.

Attorney’s Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for SONDRA GROHMAN to secure the services of Michelle

May O’Neil, a licensed attorney, and O’Neil Wysocki, P.C., licensed attorneys, to
prepare and prosecute this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the
parties and as a part of the division, judgment for attorney’s fees, expenses, and costs
through trial and appeal should be granted against LARRY WEGNER and in favor
of SONDRA GROHMAN for the use and benefit of SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney
and be ordered paid directly to SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney, who may enforce
the judgment in the attorney's own name. SONDRA GROHMAN requests postjudgment interest as allowed by law.
17.

Standing Order
Attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is the Gillespie County Standing Order

Regarding Property and Conduct of the Parties. SONDRA GROHMAN requests the
Gillespie County Standing Order remain in full force and effect as a temporary
injunction until further order of the Court pursuant to the provisions set forth
therein.
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18.

Prayer

SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court grant a divorce and all other relief
requested in this Third Amended Petition for Divorce.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that citation and notice issue as required hy law
and that the Court enter its orders in accordance with the allegations contained in
this petition.

SONDRA GROHMAN prays for judgment against LARRY WEGNER for the
actual and exemplary damages set forth ahove and for prejudgment interest and
postjudgment interest as provided hy law.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for attorney's fees and costs as requested ahove.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.
Respectfully submitted,
O'NEIL WYSOCKI,P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254

Tel:(972) 852-8000
Fax:(214) 306-7830

MICnELLE MAYO'NEIL
State Bar No. 13260900

michelle@owlawvers.com
A. BROOK FULKS
State Bar No. 24071300

brook@owlawvers.com

Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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NO. 15705
IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF
SONDRA GROHMAN
AND
LARRY WEGNER

§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

FOURTH AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190 of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Parties
This suit is brought by SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner. The last three digits

of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Texas driver’s license number are 554 and the last three
digits of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Social Security number are 977.
LARRY WEGNER is Respondent.
3.

Domicile
SONDRA GROHMAN has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-

month period and a resident of Gillespie County for the preceding ninety-day period.
4.

Service
Service may be had in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure.
5.

Protective Order Statement
No protective order under Title 4 of the Texas Family Code, protective order

under Chapter 7A of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, or order for emergency
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protection under Article 17.292 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure is in effect
in regard to a party to this suit or a child of a party to this suit and no application for
any such order is pending.
6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about July 18, 2018 and ceased to live together

as spouses on or about July 14, 2019.
7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage has become insupportable because of discord or conflict of

personalities between SONDRA GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER that destroys
the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship and prevents any reasonable
expectation of reconciliation.
LARRY WEGNER is guilty of cruel treatment toward SONDRA GROHMAN
of a nature that renders further living together insupportable.
LARRY WEGNER has committed adultery.
8.

Children of the Marriage
There is no child born or adopted of this marriage, and none is expected.

9.

Separate Property
SONDRA GROHMAN owns certain separate property that is not party of the

community estate of the parties, and SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to
confirm that separate property as SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate property and
estate.
[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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10.

Division of Community Property
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to divide the estate of SONDRA

GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER in a manner that the Court deems just and right,
as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN should be awarded a disproportionate share of the
parties' estate for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

11.

a.

fault in the breakup of the marriage;

b.

wasting of community assets by LARRY WEGNER;

c.

gifts by a spouse during the marriage;

d.

nature of the property involved in the division;

e.

education and future employability of the spouses;

f.

ages of the spouses; and

g.

attorney’s fees to be paid.

Reimbursement
SONDRA

GROHMAN

requests

the

Court

to

reimburse

SONDRA

GROHMAN’s separate estate for funds or assets expended by SONDRA GROHMAN’s
separate estate for the benefit of the community estate. Those expenditures resulted
in a direct benefit to the community estate. SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate estate
has not been adequately compensated for or benefited from the expenditure of those
funds or assets, and a failure by the Court to allow reimbursement to SONDRA
GROHMAN’s separate estate will result in an unjust enrichment of the community
estate at the expense of SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate estate.
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12.

Assault by Contact
On or about June 17, 2019, LARRY WEGNER intentionally or knowingly

caused physical contact with SONDRA GROHMAN by sexually assaulting her when
LARRY WEGNER knew or should have reasonably believed that SONDRA
GROHMAN would regard such contact as offensive or provocative.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable medical care and
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expenses in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable and necessary
medical care and expenses which will in all reasonable probability be incurred in the
future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
13.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Duress
SONDRA GROHMAN is a person subject of this suit. LARRY WEGNER acted

intentionally or recklessly with extreme and outrageous conduct that proximately
caused SONDRA GROHMAN emotional distress and the emotional distress suffered
by the SONDRA GROHMAN was severe. There is no alternative cause of action that
would provide a remedy for SONDRA GROHMAN serve emotional duress caused by
the actions of LARRY WEGNER.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
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LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
14.

Request for Temporary Orders for Discovery and Ancillary Relief
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the

preservation of the property and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders
for discovery and ancillary relief as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:

15.

a.

Ordering a pretrial conference to simplify the issues in this case and
determine the stipulations of the parties and for any other matters the
Court deems appropriate.

b.

Ordering the parties to participate in mediation before trial of this
matter.

c.

Ordering LARRY WEGNER to provide a sworn inventory and
appraisement of all the separate and community property owned or
claimed by the parties and all debts and liabilities owed by the parties
substantially in the form and detail prescribed by the Texas Family Law
Practice Manuel (3rd ed.), form 7-1.

Attorney’s Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for SONDRA GROHMAN to secure the services of Michelle

May O’Neil, a licensed attorney, and O’Neil Wysocki, P.C., licensed attorneys, to
prepare and prosecute this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the
parties and as a part of the division, judgment for attorney’s fees, expenses, and costs
through trial and appeal should be granted against LARRY WEGNER and in favor
of SONDRA GROHMAN for the use and benefit of SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney
and be ordered paid directly to SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney, who may enforce
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the judgment in the attorney's own name. SONDRA GROHMAN requests postjudgment interest as allowed by law.
16.

Standing Order
Attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is the Gillespie County Standing Order

Regarding Property and Conduct of the Parties. SONDRA GROHMAN requests the
Gillespie County Standing Order remain in full force and effect as a temporary
injunction until further order of the Court pursuant to the provisions set forth
therein.
17.

Prayer
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court grant a divorce and all other relief

requested in this Fourth Amended Petition for Divorce.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that citation and notice issue as required by law
and that the Court enter its orders in accordance with the allegations contained in
this petition.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for judgment against LARRY WEGNER for the
actual and exemplary damages set forth above and for prejudgment interest and
postjudgment interest as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for attorney’s fees and costs as requested above.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.

[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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Respectfully submitted,
O'NEIL WYSOCKI, P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254
Tel: (972) 852-8000
Fax: (214) 306-7830
/s/Michelle May O’Neil
MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
State Bar No. 13260900
michelle@owlawyers.com
A. BROOK FULKS
State Bar No. 24071300
brook@owlawyers.com
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN

Certificate of Service
I certify that a true copy of this Fourth Amended Petition for Divorce was
served in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure on the
following on September 28, 2021:
H.E. Mendez by electronic filing manager.

/s/Michelle May O’Neil
MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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NO. 15705
IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF
SONDRA GROHMAN
AND
LARRY WEGNER

§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

FIFTH AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190 of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Parties
This suit is brought by SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner. The last three digits

of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Texas driver’s license number are 554 and the last three
digits of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Social Security number are 977.
LARRY WEGNER is Respondent.
3.

Domicile
SONDRA GROHMAN has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-

month period and a resident of Gillespie County for the preceding ninety-day period.
4.

Service
Service may be had in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure.
5.

Protective Order Statement
No protective order under Title 4 of the Texas Family Code, protective order

under Chapter 7A of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, or order for emergency
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protection under Article 17.292 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure is in effect
in regard to a party to this suit or a child of a party to this suit and no application for
any such order is pending.
6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about July 18, 2018 and ceased to live together

as spouses on or about July 14, 2019.
7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage has become insupportable because of discord or conflict of

personalities between SONDRA GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER that destroys
the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship and prevents any reasonable
expectation of reconciliation.
LARRY WEGNER is guilty of cruel treatment toward SONDRA GROHMAN
of a nature that renders further living together insupportable.
LARRY WEGNER has committed adultery.
8.

Children of the Marriage
There is no child born or adopted of this marriage, and none is expected.

9.

Separate Property
SONDRA GROHMAN owns certain separate property that is not party of the

community estate of the parties, and SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to
confirm that separate property as SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate property and
estate.
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10.

Division of Community Property
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to divide the estate of SONDRA

GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER in a manner that the Court deems just and right,
as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN should be awarded a disproportionate share of the
parties' estate for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

11.

a.

fault in the breakup of the marriage;

b.

wasting of community assets by LARRY WEGNER;

c.

gifts by a spouse during the marriage;

d.

nature of the property involved in the division;

e.

education and future employability of the spouses;

f.

ages of the spouses; and

g.

attorney’s fees to be paid.

Reimbursement
SONDRA

GROHMAN

requests

the

Court

to

reimburse

SONDRA

GROHMAN’s separate estate for funds or assets expended by SONDRA GROHMAN’s
separate estate for the benefit of the community estate. Those expenditures resulted
in a direct benefit to the community estate. SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate estate
has not been adequately compensated for or benefited from the expenditure of those
funds or assets, and a failure by the Court to allow reimbursement to SONDRA
GROHMAN’s separate estate will result in an unjust enrichment of the community
estate at the expense of SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate estate.
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12.

Sexual Assault
On or about June 17, 2019, LARRY WEGNER committed sexual assault by

intentionally or knowingly causing penetration of the female sexual organ of
SONDRA GROHMAN and without her consent under Texas Penal Code section
22.011(1)(A).
LARRY WEGNER knew or reasonably should have known that SONDRA
GROHMAN did not consent to the offensive sexual contact.
SONDRA GROHMAN suffered injuries due to the unwanted and nonconsensual sexual physical contact by LARRY WEGNER, including, but not limited
to, extreme emotional trauma.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
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As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable medical care and
expenses in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable and necessary
medical care and expenses which will in all reasonable probability be incurred in the
future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
13.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
SONDRA GROHMAN is a person subject of this suit. LARRY WEGNER acted

intentionally or recklessly with extreme and outrageous conduct that proximately
caused SONDRA GROHMAN emotional distress and the emotional distress suffered
by the SONDRA GROHMAN was severe. There is no alternative cause of action that
would provide a remedy for SONDRA GROHMAN serve emotional distress caused by
the actions of LARRY WEGNER.
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As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
14.

Request for Temporary Orders for Discovery and Ancillary Relief
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the

preservation of the property and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders
for discovery and ancillary relief as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:
a.

Ordering a pretrial conference to simplify the issues in this case and
determine the stipulations of the parties and for any other matters the
Court deems appropriate.

b.

Ordering the parties to participate in mediation before trial of this
matter.

c.

Ordering LARRY WEGNER to provide a sworn inventory and
appraisement of all the separate and community property owned or
claimed by the parties and all debts and liabilities owed by the parties
substantially in the form and detail prescribed by the Texas Family Law
Practice Manuel (3rd ed.), form 7-1.
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15.

Attorney’s Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for SONDRA GROHMAN to secure the services of Michelle

May O’Neil, a licensed attorney, and O’Neil Wysocki, P.C., licensed attorneys, to
prepare and prosecute this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the
parties and as a part of the division, judgment for attorney’s fees, expenses, and costs
through trial and appeal should be granted against LARRY WEGNER and in favor
of SONDRA GROHMAN for the use and benefit of SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney
and be ordered paid directly to SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney, who may enforce
the judgment in the attorney's own name. SONDRA GROHMAN requests postjudgment interest as allowed by law.
16.

Standing Order
Attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is the Gillespie County Standing Order

Regarding Property and Conduct of the Parties. SONDRA GROHMAN requests the
Gillespie County Standing Order remain in full force and effect as a temporary
injunction until further order of the Court pursuant to the provisions set forth
therein.
17.

Prayer
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court grant a divorce and all other relief

requested in this Fourth Amended Petition for Divorce.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that citation and notice issue as required by law
and that the Court enter its orders in accordance with the allegations contained in
this petition.
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SONDRA GROHMAN prays for judgment against LARRY WEGNER for the
actual and exemplary damages set forth above and for prejudgment interest and
postjudgment interest as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for attorney’s fees and costs as requested above.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.

Respectfully submitted,
O'NEIL WYSOCKI, P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254
Tel: (972) 852-8000
Fax: (214) 306-7830
/s/Michelle May O’Neil
MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
State Bar No. 13260900
michelle@owlawyers.com
A. BROOK FULKS
State Bar No. 24071300
brook@owlawyers.com
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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Certificate of Service
I certify that a true copy of this Fifth Amended Petition for Divorce was served
in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure on the following on
October 8, 2021:
H.E. Mendez by electronic filing manager.

/s/Michelle May O’Neil
MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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NO. 15705
IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF
SONDRA GROHMAN
AND
LARRY WEGNER

§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

SIXTH AMENDED PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190 of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Parties
This suit is brought by SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner. The last three digits

of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Texas driver’s license number are 554 and the last three
digits of SONDRA GROHMAN’s Social Security number are 977.
LARRY WEGNER is Respondent.
3.

Domicile
SONDRA GROHMAN has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-

month period and a resident of Gillespie County for the preceding ninety-day period.
4.

Service
Service may be had in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure.
5.

Protective Order Statement
No protective order under Title 4 of the Texas Family Code, protective order

under Chapter 7A of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, or order for emergency
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protection under Article 17.292 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure is in effect
in regard to a party to this suit or a child of a party to this suit and no application for
any such order is pending.
6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about July 18, 2018 and ceased to live together

as spouses on or about July 14, 2019.
7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage has become insupportable because of discord or conflict of

personalities between SONDRA GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER that destroys
the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship and prevents any reasonable
expectation of reconciliation.
LARRY WEGNER is guilty of cruel treatment toward SONDRA GROHMAN
of a nature that renders further living together insupportable.
LARRY WEGNER has committed adultery.
8.

Children of the Marriage
There is no child born or adopted of this marriage, and none is expected.

9.

Separate Property
SONDRA GROHMAN owns certain separate property that is not party of the

community estate of the parties, and SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to
confirm that separate property as SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate property and
estate.
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10.

Division of Community Property
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court to divide the estate of SONDRA

GROHMAN and LARRY WEGNER in a manner that the Court deems just and right,
as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN should be awarded a disproportionate share of the
parties' estate for the following reasons, including but not limited to:

11.

a.

fault in the breakup of the marriage;

b.

wasting of community assets by LARRY WEGNER;

c.

gifts by a spouse during the marriage;

d.

nature of the property involved in the division;

e.

education and future employability of the spouses;

f.

ages of the spouses; and

g.

attorney’s fees to be paid.

Fraud on Community
LARRY WEGNER has committed fraud on the community estate. SONDRA

GROHMAN requests that the Court reconstitute the community estate to its full
value prior to LARRY WEGNER’s depletion of the community estate by his
fraudulent acts and divide the reconstituted community estate in a manner that the
Court deems just and right, including awarding SONDRA GROHMAN an
appropriate share of the community estate, a money judgment, or both.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s fraud on the
community estate, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer and to incur damages
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in the amount of approximately $100,000.00 and within the jurisdictional limits of
this court.
12.

Reimbursement
SONDRA

GROHMAN

requests

the

Court

to

reimburse

SONDRA

GROHMAN’s separate estate for funds or assets expended by SONDRA GROHMAN’s
separate estate for the benefit of the community estate. Those expenditures resulted
in a direct benefit to the community estate. SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate estate
has not been adequately compensated for or benefited from the expenditure of those
funds or assets, and a failure by the Court to allow reimbursement to SONDRA
GROHMAN’s separate estate will result in an unjust enrichment of the community
estate at the expense of SONDRA GROHMAN’s separate estate.
13.

Sexual Assault
On or about June 17, 2019, LARRY WEGNER committed sexual assault by

intentionally or knowingly causing penetration of the female sexual organ of
SONDRA GROHMAN and without her consent under Texas Penal Code section
22.011(1)(A).
LARRY WEGNER knew or reasonably should have known that SONDRA
GROHMAN did not consent to the offensive sexual contact.
SONDRA GROHMAN suffered injuries due to the unwanted and nonconsensual sexual physical contact by LARRY WEGNER, including, but not limited
to, extreme emotional trauma.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
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and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for physical pain and suffering in
the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $100,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable medical care and
expenses in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $20,000.00 for reasonable and necessary
medical care and expenses which will in all reasonable probability be incurred in the
future.
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LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
14.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
SONDRA GROHMAN is a person subject of this suit. LARRY WEGNER acted

intentionally or recklessly with extreme and outrageous conduct that proximately
caused SONDRA GROHMAN emotional distress and the emotional distress suffered
by the SONDRA GROHMAN was severe. There is no alternative cause of action that
would provide a remedy for SONDRA GROHMAN serve emotional distress caused by
the actions of LARRY WEGNER.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the past.
As a direct and proximate result of LARRY WEGNER’s intentional conduct
and malice made the basis of this claim, SONDRA GROHMAN was caused to suffer
and to incur damages in the amount of $250,000.00 for mental anguish in the future.
LARRY WEGNER acted with malice in engaging in this conduct, thus entitling
SONDRA GROHMAN to exemplary damages within the jurisdictional limits of this
Court in the amount of $500,000.00.
15.

Request for Temporary Orders for Discovery and Ancillary Relief
SONDRA GROHMAN requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the

preservation of the property and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders
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for discovery and ancillary relief as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:

16.

a.

Ordering a pretrial conference to simplify the issues in this case and
determine the stipulations of the parties and for any other matters the
Court deems appropriate.

b.

Ordering the parties to participate in mediation before trial of this
matter.

c.

Ordering LARRY WEGNER to provide a sworn inventory and
appraisement of all the separate and community property owned or
claimed by the parties and all debts and liabilities owed by the parties
substantially in the form and detail prescribed by the Texas Family Law
Practice Manuel (3rd ed.), form 7-1.

Attorney’s Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for SONDRA GROHMAN to secure the services of Michelle

May O’Neil, a licensed attorney, and O’Neil Wysocki, P.C., licensed attorneys, to
prepare and prosecute this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the
parties and as a part of the division, judgment for attorney’s fees, expenses, and costs
through trial and appeal should be granted against LARRY WEGNER and in favor
of SONDRA GROHMAN for the use and benefit of SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney
and be ordered paid directly to SONDRA GROHMAN’s attorney, who may enforce
the judgment in the attorney's own name. SONDRA GROHMAN requests postjudgment interest as allowed by law.
17.

Standing Order
Attached hereto as Exhibit “A” is the Gillespie County Standing Order

Regarding Property and Conduct of the Parties. SONDRA GROHMAN requests the
Gillespie County Standing Order remain in full force and effect as a temporary
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injunction until further order of the Court pursuant to the provisions set forth
therein.
18.

Prayer
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court grant a divorce and all other relief

requested in this Fourth Amended Petition for Divorce.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that citation and notice issue as required by law
and that the Court enter its orders in accordance with the allegations contained in
this petition.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for judgment against LARRY WEGNER for the
actual and exemplary damages set forth above and for prejudgment interest and
postjudgment interest as provided by law.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for attorney’s fees and costs as requested above.
SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.
Respectfully submitted,
O'NEIL WYSOCKI, P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254
Tel: (972) 852-8000
Fax: (214) 306-7830
/s/Michelle May O’Neil
MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
State Bar No. 13260900
michelle@owlawyers.com
A. BROOK FULKS
State Bar No. 24071300
brook@owlawyers.com
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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Certificate of Service
I certify that a true copy of this Sixth Amended Petition for Divorce was served
in accordance with rule 21a of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure on the following on
October 8, 2021:
H.E. Mendez by electronic filing manager.

/s/Michelle May O’Neil
MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF
SONDRA GROHMAN
AND
LARRY WEGNER

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

SONDRA GROHMAN'S RESPONSE TO LARRYWEGNER'S MOTION FOR
MENTAL EXAMINATION OF SONDRA GROHMAN
SONDRA GROHMAN, Petitioner, file's this Response to Larry Wegner's Motion

for Mental Examination of Sondra Grohman and in support thereof would show the
Court as follows:
I.

Request for Relief

SONDRA GROHMAN requests that the Court enter an order denying LARRY
WEGNER'S Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra Grohman in its entirety.
II.
1.

Background

On September 1, 2021, the parties entered into an Agreed Docket Control

Order. One deadline within the Order was that discovery in this case was to be
conducted under Level 2 of Rule 190 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
Therefore, discovery in this matter closed on Friday, October 8, 2021. A true
and correct copy of the Order is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
2.

On October 7, 2021, LARRY WEGNER filed his Motion for Mental

Examination of Sondra Grohman and set it for hearing on Friday, October 15,
2021, after the close of discovery. A true and correct copy of the Notice of

Hearing is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
SONDRA GROHMAN'$ RESPONSE TO LARRY WEGNER'S
MOTION FOR MENTAL EXAMINATION OF SONDRA GROHMAN
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III.
3.

Argument

Pursuant to Rule 204.1 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, a party mayno later than 30 days before the end of any applicable discovery
period-move for an order compelling another party to submit to a mental
examination.

4.

TEX.

R. CIV. P. §204.l(a)(l) (emphasis added).

Thirty (30) days before the end of the discovery period in this case (October 8,
2021) would have been September 8, 2021.

5.

Because LARRY WEGNER did not file his Motion for Mental Examination on
or before September 8, 2021-the requisite deadline-his Motion is untimely
and should be denied in its entirety.
IV.

6.

Attorney's Fees

It was necessary to secure the services of Michelle May O'Neil of O'Neil
Wysocki, P.C., a licensed attorney, to prepare and file this Response. LARRY
WEGNER should be ordered to pay reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and
costs, and a judgment should be rendered in favor of the attorney and against
LARRY WEGNER and be ordered paid directly to the undersigned attorney,
who may enforce the judgment in the attorney's own name.
Prayer
SONDRA GROHMAN prays that the Court deny LARRY WEGNER's Motion

for Mental Examination of Sondra Grohman in its entirety; order LARRY WEGNER
to pay SONDRA GROHMAN's attorney's fees and expenses incurred in filing this

Response; and such other and further relief to which she may be justly entitled.
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SONDRA GROHMAN prays for general relief.

Respectfully submitted,

O'NEIL WYSOCKI, P.C.
5323 Spring Valley Road, Suite 150
Dallas, Texas 75254
Tel: (972) 852-8000
Fax: (214) 306-7830

MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
State Bar No. 13260900
michelle@ow lawyers.com

M.K. KASSIE HINES
State Bar No. 24118040
kassie@ow la wvers.com
Attorneys for SONDRA GROHMAN
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MICHELLE MAY O'NEIL
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216TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

AGRBEB DOCKET CONTROL ORDER
On this date, the Court considered the agreement of the parties and orders the
following.,,4:g, ud Docket Control Order.
The Court ORDERS that the following dates are set in the above-entitled and
numbered cause:
a.

Discovery in this case is intended to be conducted under level 2 of
rule 190 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

b.

This case is set for trial before jury on November 8. 2021. This
setting is subject to the Court's criminal docket and Ms. O'Neil's
trial set on the same day in Dallas County.

c,

A pretrial conference be set in this cause for November 2. 2021
at 1:30 P.M.

d.

All "Daubert/Dupont" expert challenges must be on file at least
10 days before hearing. If set for a Jury Trial, these challenges
shall be heard no later than the formal pre-trial conference.

-

c.

Mediation in this cause shall take place not later than October
8. 2021.

d.

Petitioner, SONDRA GROHMAN, shall submit to her deposition
prior to the date on which Respondent, LARRY WEGNER, is
required to submit to his deposition.
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The deadline to file any dispositive motions, such as motions for
summary judgment, shall be September 80. 2021.

Except to the extent specifically modified by this Order, and the rulings of the
Court issued on July 28, 2021, discovery is otherwise limited and controlled by the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. This Order shall not be amended or changed without
furtherorde�
SIGNEDo�J,

uv(

�-�!!i-

FHONORABLE ALBERT D. PATTILLO
JUDGE PRESIDING

[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT

216™ JUDICIAL DISTRICl
GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

NOTICE OF HEARING
Respondent's pending Motion for Mental Examination of Sondra Grohman
is set for a hearing on the 15th day of October, 2021 at 10:30 o'clock a.m. in
the District Court of Gillespie County, Texas, Gillespie County Courthouse,
Fredericksburg, Gillespie County, Texas.

JUDGEPRESIDIN�'

H.E. Mendez, Attorney for Respondent:

Fax No.: 210.224.4113
Email: hem@hemendez.com

Michelle May O'Neil, Attorney for Petitioner:

Fax No.:214.306.7830
Email: michelle@owlawyers.com
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1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

THE COURT:

3

October the 15th.

4

ask for announcements.

5

15705.

6

1.5 hours, until noon.

All right.

Today is Friday,

I will call the 10:30 hearing, and
This is Grohman versus Wegner,

I think, we have a number of hearings set to go

7

I will take your announcements.

8

MS. O'NEIL:

Michelle O'Neil, for

9

Sondra Grohman; and Kassie Hines, for Sondra Grohman.

10

We are ready, and I don't believe we're going to need

11

your hour-and-a-half, so...

12
13

THE COURT:

Excellent.

Good morning,

Ms. O'Neil.

14

MR. MENDEZ:

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. MENDEZ:

Good morning.
And, Ms. Hines, I'm sorry.
H. E. Mendez appearing on

17

behalf of Mr. Wegner, who is, also, present.

18

ready to proceed.

19

length of the hearing.

20

MSJs that were previously filed.

21
22

I concur with Ms. O'Neil about the
I think, we have resolved the

We have got two remaining issues that are
fairly recent in nature --

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. MENDEZ:

25

We are

Okay.
-- in pleadings, and

responses, and replies filed within the last few days.

KAREN FREEMAN, CSR

5

1

I don't know if the Court has had an opportunity to

2

review those.

3

THE COURT:

I may have; it's a thick file,

4

as you know, and I have looked through it waiting for

5

the hearings.

6

heard and what doesn't need to be heard.

7
8

So I don't know what is needing to be

MS. O'NEIL:

If I could approach the bench,

Your Honor?

9

THE COURT:

10

MS. O'NEIL:

Please.
When we got here to this

11

hearing, just a few minutes ago, Mr. Mendez handed me

12

signed agreed orders to all of the MSJs that are pending

13

before you.

14

THE COURT:

15

MS. O'NEIL:

All right.
So I have now counter-signed

16

them, and I am ready to give those to you.

17

we would have done that before today, so you didn't have

18

to read them all, but we have done them now, before the

19

hearing, so...

20
21

THE COURT:

All right.

I had hoped

If you will give me

a moment, I will go through and sign these.

22

These are all agreed orders?

23

MS. O'NEIL:

Yes, sir.

24

MR. MENDEZ:

That's correct, Your Honor.

25

MS. O'NEIL:

We have one additional
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1

stipulation, as to facts not set before you, but it

2

needs my client's signature, and then we'll get it to

3

you to sign, so it will get uploaded after today.

4

THE COURT:

5

MS. O'NEIL:

6

Okay, excellent.
And I anticipate we'll have a

second stipulation, as well, whenever that happens.

7

THE COURT:

8

Jan, I'll just give these to you, as I sign

9

Okay.

them.

10

THE CLERK:

11

(Judge reviewing and signing documents)

12

THE COURT:

13

Okay.

All right.

All of those were

signed.

14

I guess, having called the case, let me

15

take both of the announcements, on what remains to be

16

heard, and then let me try to find that here in the file

17

and get started.

18

MS. O'NEIL:

Thank you, Your Honor.

19

Yes, we have two motions that remain to be

20

heard.

21

Mr. Mendez has filed a motion for an independent medical

22

examination.

23

be contested issues.

24

that we are set for jury trial, on November the 8th.

25

We filed a motion to compel mediation.

And

And so both of those, I assume, remain to
And I am sure you're well aware

THE COURT:

I believe, that that was
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1
2

cancelled.
MS. O'NEIL:

Well, I understand the court

3

coordinator indicated that, that was why I filed the

4

motion to compel mediation.

5

available mediation dates and mediators between now and

6

trial, and, as well as, in our motion for mediation had

7

attached to it our efforts to get Mr. Mendez to agree to

8

a mediation date and mediator, because our mediator you

9

appointed some time ago has retired, and those efforts

10
11

And we have a list of

were unsuccessful.
So what I had asked the coordinator to do

12

was to let us discuss that with you today, because it

13

seems unfair to my client, and unfair to your docket,

14

and your calendar that this case has been pending so

15

long, and because we worked so hard to get -- my side to

16

get ready for trial, that because of Mr. Mendez' delay

17

and refusal to respond and appropriately address the

18

mediation issue that you ordered, that we would have our

19

trial cancelled.

20
21

So what I have -- what I have attempted to
do -- if I could approach?

22

THE COURT:

23

MS. O'NEIL:

You may.
-- is provide a list of

24

mediators and, um, mediation dates that are available.

25

There is some blue writing on that one, where we found
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1

out somebody was available yesterday that I added,

2

that's not on the one that I handed Mr. Mendez, and I

3

apologize, but those additions were added, but we can

4

add those to the copy we gave him.

5

Hines do that, so I can give him the identical copy with

6

that addition.

7

I will have Ms.

So I am representing to the Court that in

8

order to preserve our trial setting for November the

9

8th, I will make our side available for whatever of

10

those dates and mediators that Mr. Mendez picks.

11

are, as I understand it, all full day and mostly Zoom

12

mediations, because we are in different parts of Texas,

13

so I thought that would be more convenient for

14

Mr. Mendez.

15

They

Some of the mediators are -- well, the

16

mediators are from all over the state, frankly.

Many of

17

them are from Houston.

18

Weatherford.

19

sure we all know Mr. Vick.

20

from Dallas that I mentioned.

21

desire, Your Honor, instead of cancelling the trial,

22

that we accomplish mediation, prior to trial.

23

are able to settle, great; and if we are not, then --

24

and for the record, I am tendering to Mr. Mendez the one

25

with the additions that I handed on the copy to you --

Tom Vick, for example, is from

He's a former State Bar President, I am
So, and there are a couple
So it was our goal and
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1

that we be ordered to mediate and preserve our trial

2

setting.

3

THE COURT:

All right.

A couple of

4

questions, first, Ms. O'Neil, before I go over to

5

Mr. Mendez.

6

prospective November 8th, trial setting.

Two things about the November 8th --

7

One was, if I am -- tell me if I am not

8

mistaken.

9

conflict, with a previously set trial in Dallas, I think

10

One was, you had a conflict, or potential

it was, that this was technically set subject to.

11

Has that conflict been resolved?

12

MS. O'NEIL:

Yes, Your Honor, that case

13

resolved in mediation, with an agreed decree that has

14

been entered.

15

THE COURT:

All right.

Excellent.

16

And then the next point was the November --

17

prospective November 8th, trial date here was, also, and

18

always set, subject to criminal trial --

19

MS. O'NEIL:

20

THE COURT:

21

MS. O'NEIL:

22
23

trial.

I understand if --- and I don't know --- Your Honor, has a criminal

I understand that we are subject to that.
THE COURT:

And I don't know.

I don't

24

know; they always have something set, and we have a

25

tremendous backlog.

I just -- earlier this morning the
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1

deputy had me make a call to the DA's office, because

2

they were reviewing, I guess, their guest list there in

3

the jail, and there is a person, who has been in custody

4

717 days, pending trial.

5

some of that, as I have learned, was they're missing

6

some DNA reports.

7

all be reminded the criminal matters do take a priority

8

over the civil matters.

9

And some of that is COVID, but

And so my point is, is that we should

MS. O'NEIL:

And we certainly understand

10

that, Your Honor.

11

jurisdiction court, and that's what happens, especially

12

with the backlogs, from the pandemic.

13

We understand we're in a general

What I -- what I was hoping to not have is

14

that is for you to reset us, because we haven't done

15

mediation, and when I feel like our side has attempted

16

to get Mr. Mendez to reach agreements about mediation

17

dates and mediators, as well as other issues.

18

know, I have just been -- I have had a lack of success

19

in that.

20

And, you

And what he's going to tell you is that he

21

attempted to get me to agree to that by, in my opinion,

22

aggressively approaching me with that issue, and during

23

my client's deposition, which was a very emotional time.

24

And I needed to prioritize dealing with my client, on

25

that one moment, but immediately following the
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1

deposition, I sent him correspondence trying to get

2

other dates and mediators, and I just -- I can't get him

3

to agree to anything.

4

Kind of like being here today, on my 15

5

summary judgements, where I have tried to get him to

6

agree to them before today, and we come into court, and

7

right before you walk in, he hands me signed agreed

8

orders.

9

to things with me outside of, apparently, this

10

I mean, it's just -- I can't get him to agree

courtroom.

11

So, I am imploring upon you that if there's

12

a way for us to go to trial, on November the 8th, and

13

preserve this trial setting, and get this case off of

14

your docket that's been pending for so long.

15

worked very hard to make that happen, both for my client

16

and for your court calender.

17
18

THE COURT:

All right.

I have

Thank you,

Ms. O'Neil.

19

I did read those pleadings, both the motion

20

to compel, and the response to the motion to compel and,

21

I think, the reply to the response to the motion to

22

compel.

23

fixing the problem than I am fixing blame on the issue.

24
25

And, I am much more interested, Counselors, in

I think, the main issue -- and I'm coming
now to you, Mr. Mendez -- is that you did have an agreed
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1

docket scheduling order or, at least, a docket

2

scheduling order.

3

it has not taken place.

4

of names and dates, um, weekdays and weekends, surely

5

one of these could work for you.

6

It did order mediation to take place;
These, apparently, a whole list

MR. MENDEZ:

Well, Judge, if I may, I

7

realize you are not interested in the blame game, but I

8

have been blamed a little bit, and my reputation is

9

important.

10

Would you afford me just an opportunity to

address that?

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. MENDEZ:

13

Just a brief one.
I realize you want to problem

solve.

14

THE COURT:

Yes.

15

MR. MENDEZ:

And if you note my response

16

doesn't say that I'm trying to avoid mediation.

My

17

response says, you know, I have addressed the subject of

18

mediation.

19

office, I think it was -- if you have read my timeline,

20

I am not going to take the Court's time.

I was first contacted by Ms. O'Neil's

21

THE COURT:

I did.

22

MR. MENDEZ:

Okay.

Then, you know, I

23

responded immediately.

I said, Mr. Wallendorf was

24

appointed.

25

Mr. Wallendorf was no longer taking --

At that point, I didn't realize that
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1
2

THE COURT:
big loss.

I didn't either, and that's a

He was a good one.

3

MR. MENDEZ:

I agree.

4

The next thing is, she -- I am asked for

5

contact information for Mr. Wallendorf, which I provided

6

the same day.

7

and response here.

8

20 minutes between first inquiry and my last response

9

providing the contact information.

10

We are talking minutes between inquiry
We are talking about, I think,

My reasonable inference of that is

11

Ms. O'Neil is going to contact Mr. Wallendorf, now that

12

she knows that he has been appointed, although, there

13

was an order in the file, and there's some -- there was

14

a mediator's report, from Mr. Wallendorf, that

15

Ms. Grohman, and her prior counsel, refused to appear

16

for the previously scheduled mediation, although

17

Mr. Wegner and I were there.

18

I hear nothing, and on the 23rd, during the

19

deposition of Ms. Grohman, during a break, I say, Hey,

20

we need to get this mediation done.

21

October 8th.

It says we can't change it, except by

22

court order.

I pointed that out.

23

three times that day during a break, including after the

24

deposition was concluded.

25

The next morning, before we started my client's

The order says,

I tried, I think,

Ms. O'Neil would not engage.
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1

deposition, I again approach.

2

actually, texted Sue Hall.

3

familiar with Ms. Hall.

4

Ms. Hall, I think I can get us a mediator, with great

5

credentials, recently retired.

6

mediations, from time to time.

7

Now, the day before I,

I think, the Court might be

I told Ms. O'Neil about

She will come out and do

I texted Ms. Hall; Ms. Hall texted me back.

8

We are sitting at the conference table, on

9

September 23rd, and Ms. Hall text back that she's

10

available, and will do it, and will accommodate the pre

11

October 8th date.

12

doesn't want to talk about it anymore, Ms. O'Neil.

13

I don't hear a commitment.

She

So the next morning I raise it again, and

14

as I put in my response, she looks at me.

15

me, and very aggressively tells me, I'll refer you to my

16

vacation letter, and then storms out.

17

She glares at

The fact of the matter, Judge, is there's

18

two lawyers here, and each side could have done the same

19

thing.

20

to excuse myself from blame, but I will be darn if under

21

the circumstances of this case I am going to allow a

22

lawyer to come in here and soil my reputation putting it

23

on me.

24
25

I don't want to blame anyone, and I don't want

If there's blame, we share it equally.
I understand that she was on vacation.
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1

what happened, between October the 9th -- excuse me --

2

September 9th, when she inquired about mediation, when

3

the e-mail exchange went back and forth, and the 23rd,

4

when I said, Do we have a mediation?

5

Mr. Wallendorf's office right there at the table, and

6

that's when we learned that he was no longer accepting

7

mediations.

8
9
10

When I called

So that's just FYI, because I don't live in
this county, but I come here often enough that my
reputation is important to me.

11

Now, on the problem-solving side of things.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. MENDEZ:

14
15

Thank you.
Thank you for that

opportunity.
Judge, here is my problem.

I start a jury

16

trial in Bexar County, on November the 1st.

I have -- I

17

have been noticed, as of yesterday.

18

old (showing calender).

19

yesterday, I believe, or Wednesday, for three

20

depositions on a major case in Kendall County.

21

deposition of my client, and an expert, and then kind of

22

a quasi expert, fact witness, and those have been, um,

23

noticed for the 27th, 28th, and 29th of -- excuse me,

24

the 19th, 27th, and 28th of October.

25

find some way to get this done.

I still use the

I have been noticed, as of
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16

1

Um, when I called Mr. Wallendorf's office,

2

they gave us three names, including Richard Mosty, who I

3

know is well known to the Court.

4

a little bit, by reputation more than anything.

5

know why we need to get mediators from Dallas, or Plano,

6

or wherever.

7

just complicates lives.

8

able to get somebody local.

9

I know Mr. Mosty just
I don't

It doesn't really matter to me, but that
It seems to me that we might be

And I will do the best I can, but, Judge, I

10

do not want to be put in a position, where I have to

11

sacrifice my duty to another client, in order to comply

12

and discharge my duty to Mr. Wegner.

13

put in that position.

14

do.

15

I should not be

So that's all I ask the Court to

And, finally, if you look at kind of the

16

end of my response, on the motion to compel, we are not

17

trying to avoid mediation.

18

got turned into a rape case shortly after Ms. O'Neil got

19

into the case.

20

pleadings now accusing my client of rape, sexual

21

assault, and alleging what she calls intentional

22

infliction of emotional duress.

23

"distress," but she's opened up a whole brand new bag of

24

allegations that I am entitled to investigate those.

25

This is a simple case.

It

On September the 8th, she filed

I think it's actually

I did address them, with her client, on the
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1

23rd of September.

2

articulate facts that supported any of her damage

3

claims.

4

And her client was not able to

And if you -- I know we are not here for my

5

MSJ, that's in a couple of weeks, but there's a time bar

6

problem.

7

not today, maybe something that could be addressed

8

successfully, with a --

And, I think, that needs to be considered, but

9
10

MS. O'NEIL:

Your Honor, I think now he's

trying to argue --

11

MR. MENDEZ:

She's re- --

12

MS. O'NEIL:

-- his other stuff.

13

So I

would ask if --

14

THE COURT:

15

MS. O'NEIL:

16

THE COURT:

17

MS. O'NEIL:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. MENDEZ:

20

THE COURT:

21

So let's focus on constructive here.

-- get back to -Okay.

Time out --

-- mediation.
Time out -I get to interrupt --- Ms. O'Neil, hold on.
So

22

19, 27, 28.

23

are not available, but that leaves, um, all but three

24

dates here.

25

All right.

Time out.

Those are dates you said you

Is it not possible to -MR. MENDEZ:

I just got this, Judge, so let
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1

me take a look at it.

2

THE COURT:

Uh-huh, and as far as a local

3

mediator, in-person, Zoom, I don't care.

I -- my

4

practice -- not that it compares to yours, Mr. Mendez --

5

but if the other side wants a particular mediator, and

6

they had success with them, I was always encouraged by

7

that, and would gladly go to the person they suggested

8

--

9

MS. O'NEIL:

And for what it's worth --

10

MR. MENDEZ:

And, Judge, my -- excuse me.

11

I thought the Court was addressing me.

12

May I respond?

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. MENDEZ:

15

clients is:

Judge, look, what I tell

A mediator can't hurt you.

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. MENDEZ:

18

Yes, sir.

Exactly.
At the end of the day, they

don't decide anything, other than the mediation is over.

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. MENDEZ:

Exactly.
But I'm just talking about

21

trying to keep in mind one thing, this is not a tort

22

case, it's a jury case.

23

from this community.

24
25

THE COURT:

It might help to have someone

Well, and perhaps there is

someone local that is available.
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1

Ms. O'Neil?

2

MS. O'NEIL:

For what it's worth,

3

Your Honor, many of the mediators on this list, I don't

4

know.

5

put out a general blanket request across the state for

6

availability, because I knew as, for example, with

7

Mr. Mosty, that Mr. Mendez references he only had one

8

date.

9

a reasonable effort of any -- pick a day, any day, and

I consulted a Facebook group of mediators, and

You know, I knew that I needed to present to you

10

that's kind of what I did.

11

know by name, but not by -- but not because I have had

12

any experience with them.

13

that's worth, I don't -- I don't really know most of

14

them either.

15

have ever mediated with.

16

will pick a day, and tell me which one, and which

17

mediator he wants off this list, I am happy to schedule

18

it, and I am happy to do it, in order to preserve our

19

trial setting.

20

Several of these on here I

So, um, you know, so for what

I think, there's maybe three of them I

MR. MENDEZ:

But, as I said, if Mr. Mendez

I can answer that in two

21

words, Richard Mosty, and the No. 3, November 3rd,

22

Judge.

23

Bexar County, beginning November the 1st.

24
25

I do want to be clear, I have a jury trial in

MS. O'NEIL:

Is that a realistic choice

then, Your Honor?
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1

MR. MENDEZ:

Well, I don't know if I am

2

going to be -- you know how it works in Bexar County,

3

Judge.

4

party lost their lawyer several weeks ago, he withdrew.

5

The admonition was made by the Court, at the time, you

6

need to get a lawyer.

7

going to try this myself.

8

for continuance.

9

jury assignment office, for my announcement, which I

And, you know, I will tell you that the opposing

And the statement was made, I am
I have not received a motion

I have received a request, from our

10

sent yesterday, saying I am ready, four days, et cetera.

11

And it was previously reset, because the -- the now pro

12

se litigant had failed to provide medical records that

13

had been ordered by the Court to be produced by her.

14

That's one of the issues in this case.

15

So I am just trying to give you a feel for

16

the case.

I'm not trying to try the case here.

17

got enough of those.

18

THE COURT:

19

MS. O'NEIL:

You've

Right.
And, Your Honor, I feel like

20

we are on shifting sand here.

I feel like we are going

21

to agree to November 3rd, with Mr. Mosty, and then

22

Mr. Mendez is going to say, Oh, sorry, I told you I was

23

in a jury trial, and now I am in a jury trial, and I

24

can't do that, and then we are going to present you with

25

the exact same problem that we are here about today,
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1

which is we haven't mediated and accomplished what

2

appears to be Mr. Mendez' ultimate underlying goal, to

3

not have this trial on November the 8th, despite my

4

efforts of getting us ready, and doing what you

5

instructed me to do at the last hearing, which was to

6

get ready for trial, which I have done.

7

So I -- I am fine with November 3rd, as I

8

told you.

I will agree to anybody on this list, on any

9

day, but what I don't want to happen is for Mr. Mendez

10

to have another excuse to not mediate, as he has done

11

since my initial correspondence on November -- on

12

September the 8th, asking to schedule mediation.

13

MR. MENDEZ:

Judge, could I just answer?

14

am -- you know, I am trying not to punch back, but it's

15

really hard for somebody to hit you, and for you to sit

16

there and smile.

17

yet.

18
19

I haven't learned that lesson in life

THE COURT:

Surely your skin is thicker

than that.

20

MR. MENDEZ:

Well, but what I want to get

21

to is this:

22

with the tribunal.

23

arguing in July, Let's get to trial .

24
25

Telling you my schedule is being candid
It's not a trap.

I was the guy

Let me tell you what, you set this on
November the 8th, because that was the earliest
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1

available date that you had.

2

My wife and I had to make a life decision.

3

We had to cancel a trip to go see our son, in New York.

4

He is running in the New York City Marathon, on Sunday,

5

November the 7th.

6

there the week.

7

out on the 6th, and be back on the 7th, so I can try

8

this case on the 8th, if that's what happens.

9

You know what our plan was, was to be
You know what our plan is, it's to fly

So any suggestion that my strategy is one

10

of delay, I am not the one who changed lawyers 10 times.

11

I am not the one who has changed the pleadings,

12

including most recently on Friday, October the 8th, a

13

week ago.

14

MS. O'NEIL:

I mean, Your Honor --

15

MR. MENDEZ:

Talk about shifting sands.

16

THE COURT:

17

MS. O'NEIL:

18

would rather do than try a jury trial.

19

All right.
-- we all have other things we

My husband is competing in the World Food

20

Championship and international competition, on Tuesday,

21

of our jury trial.

22

have committed to you to be here.

23

Would I rather be there, yes, but I

THE COURT:

It sounds like if y'all settle

24

the case on the 3rd, everybody can go do funner things,

25

so...
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1

MR. MENDEZ:

That would be ideal.

2

THE COURT:

Yeah.

3

All right.

So let's do this -- it's a step

4

at a time, right?

5

going to be subject to Ms. O'Neil's other jury trial in

6

Dallas; that's been resolved.

7

And so the November 8th date was

If this November 3rd mediation gets bumped,

8

because you are in trial, I am sure that can be

9

substantiated and unfortunate.

But lets order that the

10

mediation will take place, with Mr. Mosty, on November

11

the 3rd.

12

Let's go ahead and call his office, and

13

make sure the date is still good.

14

remember, it's 4711 -- do you have a number handy?

15

MS. O'NEIL:

16

THE COURT:

17

I'm trying to

I don't, we may can get it.
I'll just take a guess.

I

think it's something like that.

18

(Phone ringing)

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. MENDEZ:

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. MENDEZ:

23

(Phone ringing)

24

(Conversation on speaker)

25

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

Nope, that's not his law firm.
Judge, how about 830-792-7711.
792, okay.

792-7711?

Yes, Your Honor.

Good morning, law
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1

offices.

2

THE COURT:

3

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

4

THE COURT:

5

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

6

Good morning, Sam?
Yes.

Pat Pattillo, how are you?
Oh, I'm fine, how are

you doing?

7

THE COURT:

Thank you.

Hey, is Mr. Mosty

8

still available to do a family law mediation on November

9

the 3rd?

10
11

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:
called me about?

12
13

THE COURT:

Yeah, I think so.

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

15

THE COURT:

Wegner.

Grohman v Webner?
G-R-O-H-M-A-N and

Wegner, W-E-G-N-E-R.

17
18

This is

Grohman v Wegner.

14

16

Is this the one they

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

Yes, as of right now,

he is.

19

THE COURT:

All right.

This is Cause

20

15705, in the 216th, in Gillespie County.

21

book them there, it's Ms. O'Neil for Grohman; Mr. Mendez

22

for Wegner.

23

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

24

THE COURT:

25

If you would

Okay.

And I am going to order that

they mediate with Richard Mosty, on November the 3rd.
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1
2

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

Okay.

Are you going

to be sending an order to us?

3

THE COURT:

We will get an order sent.

4

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

5

THE COURT:

6

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:

7

(Phone conversation ended)

8

THE COURT:

Okay.

All right.

Thank you.
Thank you, bye-bye.

Excellent.

So with that being

9

handled, we will cross our fingers that settlement can

10

be made, if -- assuming the mediation takes place, and

11

there is not a settlement, then I will instruct

12

Ms. McEntyre to leave the trial on for November 8th,

13

still subject to the potential criminal jury, which I

14

don't know about.

15

MS. O'NEIL:

Thank you, Your Honor.

16

MR. MENDEZ:

And, Your Honor, the Court has

17

my assurance that if I get assigned to trial on the 1st,

18

in Bexar County, I will work with that judge to see if

19

he or she will allow me to take November 3rd off.

20

only a four-day trial, so if we get started Monday,

21

select the jury, and so-on, I think there's a way to do

22

that, and still keep the --

23

THE COURT:

It's

I appreciate that, Mr. Mendez.

24

And I would imagine, as well, if the other side

25

continues, as a self-represented litigant, it's probably
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1

not going to take four days, and who knows.

2

MR. MENDEZ:

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. MENDEZ:

5

THE COURT:

10

Okay.

One problem solved.

So that's with regard to the motion to
compel mediation.

I think it's kind of mute now that we

have it set, but, obviously, I guess, granted in spirit.

11
12

It's a real crap shoot there,

Let's go to the next then.

8
9

Who knows.

Judge.

6
7

I don't --

But we have then the motion for the medical
examination; is that correct?

13

MS. O'NEIL:

Yes, Your Honor.

Mr. Mendez

14

filed a motion for mental examination of Ms. Grohman.

15

As he pointed out and, actually, it's just slightly

16

factually in error.

17

amended petition on April 23rd, alleging assault and

18

cruel treatment, and then November -- excuse me,

19

September -- I keep wanting to say November, Judge --

20

September the 8th, we filed our second amended petition,

21

where we pled sex abuse toward and intentional

22

infliction of emotional distress.

23

think, we are on our sixth amended pleading, at this

24

point.

25

We originally filed our first

THE COURT:

We do have -- I

That's what I saw.
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1

MS. O'NEIL:

And we did correct the duress

2

to distress.

3

slightly, which I think resolves what will be

4

Mr. Mendez' statute of limitation claim.

5

general mental anguish damages, for both of those.

6

importantly for the Court to know, we have not

7

designated an expert witness to testify to the mental

8

anguish that we have alleged, on behalf of our client.

9

We believe that is a fact issue to be determined by the

10

And, also, corrected the sexual abuse tort

We have pled
And

jury.

11

Um, under the rules for a mental

12

examination, this is a rule that comes from Rule 204, in

13

the Discovery Rules, and that rule says that -- -

14
15

MR. MENDEZ:

Since

this is my motion, may I be allowed to present it?

16
17

Excuse me, Your Honor.

THE COURT:

Yes, one second.

I think she's

just making a final comment here.

18

So I have read the motion, as well, and I

19

have 204 in front of me, as well.

20

amended petitions, and I have seen the claims.

21

and I have read, I guess, again, maybe it was in the

22

motion or the response to their --

23
24
25

And I have read the
So --

MS. O'NEIL:

We filed a response,

MR. MENDEZ:

I filed a reply to that.

Your Honor.
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1
2

THE COURT:

Yeah, okay.

I have seen that,

as well.

3

So with that, Ms. O'Neil, it is Mr. Mendez'

4

motion.

Let me -- let me hear from him, with regard to

5

it.

6

with the timing objections, et cetera.

7

MS. O'NEIL:

I am pretty up to speed on this and, especially,

That's what I was -- I was

8

leading up to making an objection to even having the

9

hearing, because his motion was untimely filed --

10

THE COURT:

11

MS. O'NEIL:

12
13
14
15

Well, but to that point --- because we are within

30 days of trial.
THE COURT:

Well, I understand, but to that

point, you just amended with these claims, also.
MS. O'NEIL:

But that was my point, we pled

16

assault and cruel treatment in April, and we pled the

17

sexual assault in September, on September the 8th.

18

he did not file this motion, until October the 12th.

19

he -- he is the one that delayed, and waited until

20

within 30 days of trial.

21

filed our response.

22

He is the one that waited, until we were outside of the

23

discovery period.

24
25

And
So

I am sorry; I said the date I

He filed a motion October the 7th.

Regardless of the 30 days, prior to the end
of this discovery period, as required by the Rules, he
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1

did not file it timely, after we amended our petition

2

alleging causes of action that would relate to damages,

3

and waited until we were at the 30-day deadline, prior

4

to trial, to seek this relief from the Court.

5

And so what -- what I think -- what I am

6

foreshadowing, Judge, is that if you have this hearing,

7

and if for some reason with a lot of objections that I

8

have, and a lot of legal reasons why I don't think you

9

should grant it, but if you did grant it, I do think

10

that that is going to cause a delay of the trial

11

setting, and that this case will carry on your docket

12

into 2022, which was exactly what you had said you did

13

not want to happen.

14

But I -- so my first objection procedurally

15

is that I think that this motion is out of time, based

16

on the trial setting.

17

objections and arguments to make, as to why you should

18

not grant it, but I will saver those for my response.

19
20

I do have other substantiative

THE COURT:

Thank you.

Yes, let's let him

present his motion, before you object to it, so...

21

All right.

Go ahead, Mr. Mendez.

22

MR. MENDEZ:

23

Just kind of picking up on some of the

Thank you, Your Honor.

24

remarks made by Counsel.

If the Court will look at the

25

First Amended Petition for Divorce that was filed
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1

April 23rd, of this year, and I have a copy here, if

2

it's easier just to grab the copy, Your Honor.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. MENDEZ:

5

THE COURT:

6

April 23rd, I have got my hand on it.

7

MR. MENDEZ:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. MENDEZ:

10

Okay.

Yeah, it would be.

May I?
First amended, filed

You got it?
Yes.
If you will, please, turn to

Page 5, Item No. 13.

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. MENDEZ:

Assault?
Yes, sir.

Let's take a minute

13

to read it, and then ask this question:

14

from this picture?

15

factual assertion that gives no detail.

16

Oh, yes, he made contact, and caused bodily injury.

17

There is no damages.

18

damages, under this pleading.

19

or the first pleading that raises the damages and mental

20

anguish, past and in the future, is filed on September

21

the 8th.

22

coincidental?

23
24
25

A claim for damages.

What's missing
It's just a
It just says,

I don't have to worry about
The only pleading that --

Now, was that strategic, or is it

THE COURT:

Is that the fifth or sixth

amended?
MS. O'NEIL:

That's the fourth.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. MENDEZ:

3

MS. O'NEIL:

MR. MENDEZ:

No.

I think, the second

Well, I have it here, let's

see.

8
9

That is the third amended

amended is the one filed on September the 8th, actually.

6
7

No.

that I am talking about, Your Honor.

4
5

The fourth amended?

Judge, I made a cheat sheet for myself, and
I have that it was -- the third amended was filed on the

10

8th -- excuse me, the second and third were both filed

11

in September.

12

8th of 2021.

13

The second amended filed September the

I will give the Court an opportunity to

14

located it, if you would like; and I have a copy, if

15

that would be helpful.

16
17
18

THE COURT:

I have the second amended,

filed September 8th.
MR. MENDEZ:

That is the first time in the

19

history of this two-and-a-half-year-old lawsuit, on a

20

marriage where they were together seven months, that

21

anyone has alleged damages.

22

Was it strategic that it was filed on the 30th day,

23

before 30 days prior to the close of discovery?

24

Your Honor, I am -- the Court is with me.

25

30 plus 30, because we've got the close of discovery

Now, was it coincidental?
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1

under Level 2, 30 days before trial, and then the 30

2

days, before under Rule 204, which is the -- the

3

argument that Counsel is making.

4

possibly filed a motion for mental examination, until

5

after the claim was filed, and it was first filed 60

6

days.

7

procedurally, if you follow that argument.

So the 30 plus 30 takes me out of it

8
9

I could not have

What I do not know is whether the Court
feels it has the authority to look at that rule, under

10

the circumstances, and permit the mental examination, if

11

on the substantive, you feel it's appropriate.

12

talking about just procedurally.

13

alternatively requested a continuance, so I can examine

14

this claim.

15

I am

That's why I have

Now, here's where we are, Judge.

The sixth

16

amended petition that was filed on Friday, seven days

17

ago.

18

question Ms. Grohman about, on the 23rd of September,

19

because it didn't exist.

20

and that's part of the rolling lawsuit that is being

21

developed in this case.

22

together seven months.

23

As yet another cause of action, one that I did not

So there is other problems,

These parties were married, and

And if you will recall, we addressed this

24

at the last hearing.

It was Ms. Grohman, who sent an

25

e-mail to my client saying, Buckle-up Captain, I filed a
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1

jury demand.

2

So I leave it up to the Court to infer

3

who's trying to make a bigger deal out of this case than

4

needs to be made.

5

Here is the problem, if I can argue on the

6

substance of the motion.

There is a Third Court of

7

Appeals case called Doe.

And it talks a about what the

8

standard is, and it talks about the difference between a

9

mental condition and a common emotional reaction to an

10

injury.

11

now; one, is the sexual assault tort; the other one is

12

the intentional infliction of emotional distress.

13

Remember there are two torts being pled right

Now, in order to prevail on the intentional

14

infliction of emotional distress, a party has to

15

establish that the conduct complained of is outrageous.

16

It is outside the common emotion or routine emotion that

17

we could expect of an individual.

18

the cause of action.

19

Ms. Grohman's true reaction was?

20

Is it bitterness; is it vindictiveness; has she truly

21

been injured, if she has no experts.

22

makes a distinction about whether or not they are

23

experts.

24

to me, but it's what the case says.

25

saying, If you have experts that are going to testify

That's an element of

How do we determine what
Is this just anger?

And the Doe case

And, frankly, it's a little counterintuitive
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1

about your mental condition, then the mental examination

2

may be more appropriate.

3

Now, on the Doe case, something I think is

4

important is the timeliness of the request.

5

case was one of the Wackenhut cases, where a woman was

6

raped by a guard working for Wackenhut, in a private

7

facility, and there were several of those, I think, at

8

one time.

9

The Doe

In the Doe case, the court seems to be

10

saying, if it's a common reaction to an injury, a mental

11

examination is not appropriate, but the claim of

12

intentional infliction of emotional distress necessarily

13

requires something that is outrageous.

14

what the case law says, "outrageous".

15

have some baseline; otherwise, what we have here is, in

16

effect, a soft-tissue injury, mental anguish in the

17

past, mental anguish in the future, that the severe

18

emotional distress is being alleged, with no baseline to

19

work from.

20

Remember that's
So we need to

So it would be like someone saying, you

21

know, I hurt my back, and I can't go to work ever again,

22

and not allowing some kind of a physical examination by

23

a competent individual of the plaintiff to determine

24

whether or not the injury exists A; and B, whether the

25

injury exists to the degree that is being alleged, and I
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1

would say, in the intentional infliction of emotional

2

distress, to the degree that the law requires.

3

outrageous, or is Ms. Grohman simply sad, disappointed,

4

angry, et cetera?

5

Is it

That's why, I think, a mental examination

6

is important here, Your Honor.

My client is being sued,

7

right now, as we speak, for about $1.7 million.

8

a woman, who has a net worth that exceeds $10 million.

9

My client makes a good living.

This is

He's a commercial pilot

10

for United.

11

mostly of which he earned, before he ever married

12

Ms. Grohman, some of which has grown, during the time

13

that this divorce has been pending.

14

His biggest asset is a retirement account,

To expose my client to that kind of a

15

claim, without having the benefit of something that is

16

empirical, something that one can understand, other than

17

hurt feelings, or anger, or bitterness is a tremendous

18

challenge, Your Honor, and that's why I think the mental

19

examination ought to be granted.

20

I do understand the importance of Doe.

21

do understand that I expect the client -- opposing

22

Counsel is going to raise that or talk about it.

23

will leave you with this, on the Doe case, the timing

24

was important.

25

said, Look, it's too early in this litigation to

But I

The court, the Third Court, in effect
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1

determine whether or not a mental examination should be

2

granted, because of the distinction between a mental

3

condition, and common, emotional reaction to an injury.

4

We are not asking for medical records.

5

what was being requested in Doe.

6

That was part of

What we're asking is that the Court appoint

7

a mental health expert to conduct a mental examination,

8

and if that expert -- if the Court appoints one -- needs

9

to look at records, then let that happen.

I am not

10

asking for the records.

I am asking it to be part of

11

the package of the mental examination, of the person who

12

says that she has been injured to the point that she's

13

entitled to $1.7 million; that's the essence of it,

14

Your Honor.

15

I do appreciate the Court's time.

16

THE COURT:

17

So, Ms. O'Neil, I guess before you start,

Thank you.

18

here is what I am interested in.

It just strikes me,

19

just being over -- at risk of over simplifying, just

20

kind of the fundamental fairness seems to be missing to

21

allow the Plaintiff to amend the pleadings, and then not

22

allow the Respondent to do any discovery on those

23

amended pleadings.

24

mindset, at this point.

25

and perhaps there's facts warranting that, but, um --

And, um, I mean, that's kind of my
So why -- you put that in play,
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1

MS. O'NEIL:

Well, what we are missing

2

before you today to ask -- to even ask that question,

3

Your Honor, is a verified motion for continuance.

4

If -- if -- and I point out several things that we have

5

been missing, but we will start with that one.

6

If Mr. Mendez felt that he had not had

7

adequate time to conduct discovery, as a result of my

8

amended pleadings, then he could have filed and set for

9

today a verified motion for continuance.

He has not

10

done that.

11

other than in the alternative, and that request for

12

continuance is not verified and not proper, according to

13

the rules.

14

he has not done.

15

He has not asked you for a continuance,

That's the first one, the first thing that

The next thing that he did not do is that

16

in response to our April 23rd petition, where we did

17

plead assault, we did not, specifically, say "sexual

18

assault," and he complained that we did not say

19

"damages".

20

which I assume as a general jurisdiction court, you do

21

some tort law, one might reasonably infer that a claim,

22

a tort claim alleging liability might, at some point,

23

allege damages, and my bad for not doing that in the

24

first place.

25

figured it out, as we went along.

Well, one -- if one does much tort law,

I'm not typically a tort lawyer, but I
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1

What he did not do, at that point, was

2

specially except to my pleadings.

3

that if you have a complaint about the way damages are

4

pled or the lack of specificity, you must specially

5

except to those pleadings in tort land, as opposed to

6

family law land.

7

pleadings, or you waive your pleadings.

8

the 8th, with our second amended petition, where we did

9

specifically plead the sexual abuse claim, and the IIED

10

And case law says

You must specially except to those
On September

claim.

11

THE COURT:

12

MS. O'NEIL:

With damages?
With damages.

He, also, did

13

not specially except to the lack of specificity of our

14

damage claim, at that point.

15

And so then later, we did specifically

16

plead dollar amounts, because I didn't want to wait,

17

until we were in front of you, and have this argument of

18

he didn't specially except, so I get to say whatever

19

damage number I want to.

20

I didn't want to do that.

You asked me, in the last hearing, to get

21

my inventory in order to plead my numbers, to take out

22

unknowns and TBDs, and I did that.

23

damages, specifically, so that I could put them in the

24

inventory.

25

I have pled our

And -- and at no point has he complained to
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1

you about the level of my pleadings.

2

asked you for a verified motion for continuance.

3

has now done is come to you, late, even ignoring the

4

30 days, before the 30 days.

5

would be reasonable considering that we are set for

6

trial, and I amended my pleadings, it is the date that

7

he filed the request for, I am unreasonable, and I just

8

don't think that it is.

9

At no point has he
All he

Even if we just say what

So that's my answer to -- to the issue

10

regarding the pleadings is that he's been on notice,

11

since the case was first filed, that cruel treatment was

12

an issue.

13

filed before you.

14

April 23rd, that there was an assault tort pled.

15

in fact, in his first request for production that was

16

sent to our client, on April the 1st of 2020, in Request

17

for Production No. 32, Mr. Mendez sought from our client

18

any medical records regarding any mental or physical

19

condition that she was pleading.

20

That was in the very first petition that was
He's been on notice, since
And,

So a year before I even pled it, he asked

21

for discovery on the issue.

And we have, in fact,

22

produced to him all of the records pertaining to the two

23

counselors that my client had seen, at this point.

24

so we didn't even wait for him to complain about that.

25

I recognized that he had asked for it a year before I
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1

even pled anything about an assault, and we produced

2

those to him.

3

What I would tell you, in addressing the

4

case law question, Your Honor, is that he is correct

5

In Re: Doe is, in fact, one of the important cases that,

6

Your Honor, needs to look at, and Offshore Marine is the

7

other case.

8
9
10

And if I can approach the Court, I have got
copies of those, for both you and Mr. Mendez.

May I

approach?

11

THE COURT:

12

MS. O'NEIL:

Yes, please.
In Re: Doe was a case where,

13

as Mr. Mendez said, a prisoner was raped by a prison

14

guard.

15

Wakenhut, asked for an independent medical examination.

16

The trial court granted that examination, and then the

17

court of appeals reversed the trial court on mandamus,

18

and denied the IME, and forget -- is it okay if I use

19

IME?

She sued the private prison, and the defense,

That's the term I'm accustomed to using?

20

THE COURT:

Yes, assuming that you want in

21

the record that IME equals independent medical

22

examination.

23
24
25

MS. O'NEIL:

Yes, under Rule 204, of the

discovery rules.
So what Doe says is that a quote/unquote
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1

mental injury, permanent mental injury is distinguished

2

from the term "emotional distress".

3

"mental injury" is one that exceeds the common emotional

4

reaction to the injury or loss.

5

Appeals, the Austin Court, in Doe said was that the

6

factual mental anguish that the Plaintiff had pled and

7

testified to was that, That any woman, who had been

8

raped by a guard, would have experienced under similar

9

circumstances.

10

And so the term

And what the Court of

And so the Court of Appeals, the Austin

11

Court of Appeals, said that because the mental --

12

because she wasn't pleading a mental injury, a permanent

13

mental injury, she was pleading emotional distress and

14

mental anguish, and those were the normal reaction to

15

the factual assertions, not some permanent situation.

16

The other thing about Doe that's important,

17

and is, to me, the key factor in making your decision

18

today, is that in Doe, as in our case before you, the

19

Plaintiff did not designate a psychologist expert.

20

Plaintiff did not designate an expert to testify about

21

mental anguish.

22

either of the counselors that have consulted with

23

Ms. Grohman about her emotional distress, her mental

24

anguish.

25

have designated them as fact witnesses.

The

And we, likewise, have not designated

We have not designated them as experts.
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1

And so when you read Doe, it is very clear

2

that they -- they relied on the fact that the Plaintiff

3

did not designate an expert to testify about her mental

4

anguish.

5

the defendant was not entitled to an IME to have an

6

expert testify about the mental anguish, because she

7

didn't have an expert to testify about it, so that's the

8

Doe case.

And so the Court of Appeals said, therefore,

9

And then the second important case to look

10

at is this Offshore Marine case, and it's out of the

11

Houston First District.

12

because in that case, the trial court denied the IME,

13

and the Court of Appeals reversed and granted the IME.

14

But the point that I want to you to look at in Offshore

15

Marine is on Page 3 of that opinion.

16

H-E-B case.

17

recorded is why I am giving you this one, because this

18

one is recorded.

19

saying that in the H-E-B case, the court noted some

20

factors that it looked at to determine whether the less

21

intrusive means had been -- had been considered by the

22

trial court.

23

says is there has to be a good cause showing to get an

24

IME, and that is Mr. Mendez' factual burden to show good

25

cause.

It is a little bit different,

It talks about the

And so -- and the H-E-B case is not

And so the Houston First Court is

And so what -- what the case law kind of
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1

And part of that good cause showing is to

2

show that there is no less intrusive means of gathering

3

the discovery than to invade the Plaintiff's privacy by

4

compelling her to meet with an independent expert.

5

so the -- this Offshore Marine adopted this language

6

from the H-E-B case that goes through these factors that

7

says:

8

testimony to prove causation and damages.

9

about a little more than halfway through the first

10

No. 1, the Plaintiff intended to use expert
That's at

column.

11

THE COURT:

12

MS. O'NEIL:

I am following you.
So in that factor, we don't

13

have an expert to show causation and damages.

14

relying on our client's factual claims, not expert

15

witness testimony.

16

And

We are

No. 2, H-E-B sought to allow its competing

17

expert the same opportunity to examine the Plaintiff, as

18

the Plaintiff's expert had.

19

Plaintiff's expert, who is going to give expert

20

testimony on that issue, so Mr. Mendez cannot assert

21

that he needs a competing expert.

22

Again, we don't have a

No. 3, the results of the examination go to

23

the heart of the defense strategy.

So H-E-B's defense

24

strategy, in that case, was that there wasn't emotional

25

distress, and that was their defense.
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1

wanted an expert to show, I guess, basically, that the

2

Plaintiff was faking it, and that's not really what we

3

have here either.

4

No. 4, the credibility of H-E-B's expert

5

would be questioned at trial, if he opined without

6

having examined the Plaintiff.

7

trying to overcome a Daubert objection to the defense

8

expert, saying you haven't seen the Plaintiff, so you

9

can't opine about the Plaintiff.

10

So they were, basically,

So it was a Daubert

question.

11

And, 5, the subsequent injury introduced

12

complications regarding the nature, extent, and cause of

13

the injury.

14

existing conditions that caused, in this case, the

15

physical examination.

16

So, again, they are referring to some prior

So those two cases are important.

There

17

is, also -- I want to give the Court two more cases --

18

or three more cases to reference, not necessarily

19

specifically because they are factually distinguishable,

20

but from a legal perspective.

21

Transwestern Publishing case out of Fort Worth.

22

probably going to butcher this name, Schlagenhauf out of

23

the US Supreme Court.

24

Texas Supreme Court.

25

And that is the
And I'm

And the Coates case out of the
May I approach?

THE COURT:

Yes, thank you.
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1

MS. O'NEIL:

And those cases all kind

2

of -- I am giving them to you from the standpoint that

3

they are not, necessarily, factually similar, because in

4

all of those, the Plaintiff had designated a

5

psychologist expert to testify about mental -- the

6

mental distress.

7

The Coates case is distinguishable, because

8

there was a prior version of Rule 201 that it relied on,

9

but the recent case law has kind of brought that

10

forward, as to the differences in those -- in the law

11

that is currently in place versus the prior law.

12

And then the Schlagenhauf case, obviously

13

coming from the US Supreme Court, it's a little more on

14

the broad topic of an IME, as opposed to the specific

15

factual circumstances.

16

So in summary, Your Honor, we believe that

17

Mr. Mendez has been provided the medical records.

He

18

has had the opportunity to depose Ms. Grohman.

19

not asked for additional opportunities to depose

20

Ms. Grohman.

21

communication that he insufficiently deposed her, in

22

light of the amendment that we pled to the pleading

23

after the date -- after the deposition, which was in

24

response to his summary judgment set before you on

25

November the 2nd.

He has

He has not indicated to me in any

That amendment was simply to tweak
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1

the cause of action to address his complaint, as to

2

statute of limitation, which we have done.

3

It did not allege any new factual

4

complaint.

It just alleged a little bit of a tweak in

5

the law, as to the Penal Code section pled as a basis

6

for that assault tort.

7

not made any complaint that he needed further

8

deposition.

9

deposition dates or availability for my client,

But he -- to my point, he has

He has not asked me for additional

10

regardless of the 30 days.

11

a motion for leave to conduct additional discovery.

12

has not asked you for leave to send additional

13

interrogatories to ask for subpoenas for medical

14

records.

15

insufficiently provided information to him.

16

he has not asked you for a verified motion for

17

continuance.

18

Your Honor, to further bully Ms. Grohman.

19

He has not filed before you
He

He has not complained to you that I have
And, again,

He is just merely here, in my opinion,

And Ms. Grohman's position at trial is

20

going to be that Mr. Wegner has -- has duped her in many

21

ways, has lied to her, constructed her into this

22

marriage to use her money, and to use her.

23

the marriage was ending, after she had filed for

24

divorce, had -- he proceeded to sexually assault her.

25

And that is going to be her position at trial, and that
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1

is her position today, and they have known this since,

2

at least, the beginning of September, if not since

3

April.

4

So I just don't think this is new

5

information.

6

any type of discovery or relief from that, they have had

7

plenty of opportunity.

8
9

And if they had wanted to come to you for

We would ask that you deny their request
for an independent medical examination; deny their

10

alternative request for continuance, even though it's

11

not a proper request for continuance under the rules;

12

and set us for trial on our current setting.

13
14
15

THE COURT:

All right.

I will hear from

you finally, Mr. Mendez.
We are set for trial, again, subject to the

16

mediation being accomplished on November the 3rd.

We

17

are going to leave that on the trial docket, but I have

18

not read these cases, but I will give you the final

19

word, Mr. Mendez.

20

MR. MENDEZ:

Thank you, Your Honor.

21

A couple of important things, when a lawyer

22

tells the Court that a pleading says or doesn't say

23

something, that lawyer better be correct.

24

has indicated to the Court that my alternative motion

25

for continuance is not verified.

And Counsel

It's on Page 3, the
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1

verification.

2

or what, maybe it was just a misstatement.

3

excited in the middle of argument, but it is a properly

4

drafted and filed motion for continuance that complies

5

with the requirements of Rule 251.

6

I don't know if she didn't read that far
We all get

Judge, we are all trying to get to the end

7

of this -- the case.

8

to the end of this hearing, as well, so I will try not

9

to overextend it, but here is the dilemma that I have.

10

I am sure we are all trying to get

Counsel is complaining of all the things

11

that I didn't do.

12

after taking her client's deposition three weeks ago.

13

didn't ask for further discovery.

14

these things, that's true.

15

a balance here, between doing a responsible job of

16

defending my client, now that these claims have turned

17

into $1.7 million in claims.

18

trying not to unnecessarily delay the case.

19

I didn't ask for another deposition,
I

I didn't ask for all

Judge, I am trying to strike

At the same time, I am

You said it best, Judge, when you told

20

Ms. O'Neil, You're the one that put this in play.

It is

21

Ms. O'Neil who put this in play, she and her client.

22

And when she says, We sent in medical records, Judge,

23

the Rule 194 disclosure requires that you send medical

24

records, when you are -- when you are alleging a medical

25

or similar injury.

That's a requirement under the rule.
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1

We are under the old rule, not the current rule.

2

first received medical records on October the 1st.

3

was in excess of 500 pages.

4

medical records, I think, on October the 8th, that's a

5

week ago.

6

And we
It

And then we got some other

So here's what's happening, I think.

It's

7

pretty clear to me, maybe it's less clear to the Court,

8

but what we have is a very aggressive offense, and an

9

argument that you can't defend.

That is -- that cuts at

10

the core of our judicial system.

11

the DA saying, I am charging your client, with this

12

criminal offense, but you can't investigate it, you

13

can't develop your defense.

14

the timeliness of it is suspicious.

15

That's kind of like

It cuts at the core, and

I don't want a continuance.

I want to

16

represent my client in an appropriate way.

17

want anyone to get away with amending at the last

18

minute, claiming they are ready to go to trial, and that

19

we can't defend the claims that they have just amended.

20

She called them "tweaks".

21

term.

22

I suspect, but I will get to that at MSJ, if we need to,

23

on November the 2nd.

24
25

And I don't

That's cute, that's a cute

If it weren't important, she wouldn't change it,

Here is where we are.

Ms. O'Neil put it at

play, wants to pursue it, but doesn't want a defense.
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1

Is that justice?

2

And I will leave it at that, Your Honor.

3

THE COURT:

4

All right.

So, Counselors, I

do need an order for the mediation.

5

Ms. O'Neil, will you prepare that please.

6

MS. O'NEIL:

I will.

I will call my staff,

7

and have them start that, and we will send it to

8

Mr. Mendez, as soon as it's ready.

9

THE COURT:

10

Perfect.

And then in this regard, I do want to read

11

these five -- four or five cases that were provided, I

12

have not read those.

13

you send me a proposed order on this issue, on the

14

mental, the IME matter?

15

my office today, I will read these hopefully this

16

afternoon, and get you an order as soon as possible.

I will read those.

Could each of

And if you could send those to

17

MS. O'NEIL:

Yes, Your Honor.

18

MR. MENDEZ:

Your Honor, we have a

19

deposition starting at 1 o'clock in this case, so I

20

don't know how long -- it's not -- I'm not taking it, so

21

I don't know how long that's going to take, but I have

22

got to get back to San Antonio, in order to facilitate

23

your request.

I am not sure that I can -- I can do it.

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. MENDEZ:

As soon as possible.
Okay.
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1

THE COURT:

I want to read the cases, but

2

I -- we are not very far away from our November 8th

3

date, or the November 3rd mediation, and we need to get

4

it resolved.

5

MS. O'NEIL:

6

THE COURT:

Yes, Your Honor.
And then one final, I guess,

7

comment, admonition, encouragement, I just want the

8

Court to be on the record just expressing that I think

9

each of you are -- three today present, are excellent

10

counsel doing your best you can to represent your

11

client's best interest.

12

deserve.

13

temperature is getting a little high, and some of the

14

rhetoric is a little high.

15

professionals, and I would rather prefer, although

16

everyone has been civil and professional, this isn't

17

y'all's divorce, its theirs, and let's try to bring it

18

down.

19
20

23

It's what they are paying for.

I do think the

And y'all are all

Mr. Wegner, I hope you hear the spirit of
what I am asking for.

21
22

Zealous advocacy is what they

I wish Ms. Grohman were here to hear, as
well.

I hope you will pass the word on to her, also.
They finally, although there may have been

24

a number of lawyers in the past, they have landed with

25

counsel that is going to see this through to the end,
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1

and is caught up to speed now.

2

And you guys were -- the light is at the end of the

3

tunnel.

4

a light at the end of the tunnel, and I would encourage

5

you to take full advantage of whatever can be

6

accomplished at mediation, rather than throw the dice at

7

the courthouse.

It may be a train coming your way, but there is

8
9

I fully believe that.

That's kind of what you're doing.

So I will read these cases and get your
ruling, as soon as I can.

If you can get me proposed

10

orders, as soon as you can, as well.

11

delay on this issue.

I don't want to

12

MR. MENDEZ:

Yes, sir.

13

MS. O'NEIL:

Thank you, Your Honor.

14

May we

be excused?

15

THE COURT:

All parties may be excused.

16

(End of proceedings)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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